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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY OCTOBER 3, 1907.
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To Establish Absolute Validity
Claims Against Santa Fe
County.
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NEW MEXICO

Result of Interview With President By
Governor Curry on Trip Down
Mississippi

l

BE

6LAD TO ASSIST

PASSAGE OF All ENABLING ACT

Long Cherished Hope of Sunshine Territory Now Almost
Will Be Heralded With
Within Grasp-Ne- ws
Glad Acclaim.
CARIO. ILLINOIS, OCTOBER 3.
SINGLE
FOR
STATEHOOD," SAID
FIGHT
"WE HAVE WON OUR
GOVERNOR CURRY TO YOUR CORRESPONDENT.
"I HAD A MOST SATISFACTORY INTERVIEW. WITH. THE. PRESIDENT AND HE NOT ONLY FEELS A DEEP INTEREST IN NEW MEXICO BUT HE WILI ASSIST US IN GETTING SINGLE STATEHOOD."
GOVERNOR CURRY WAS HERE TODAY AS A MEMBER OF THE PARTY OF GOVERNORS AND OTHER DISTINGUISHED STATESMEN ACROOSEVELT ON HIS TRIP DOWN. THE
COMPANYING PRESIDENT
MISSISSIPPI TO MEMPHIS.
JOHN C. FISHER,
'
"
EDITOR CARIO EVENING CITIZEN.

STATEHOOD

FIGHT WILL

BE TAKEN

UP NOW WITH RENEWED

ACTIVITY

The above dispatches which were received simultaneously this afternoon
by the Las Vegas Optic and the Santa Fe New Mexican, a3 specials from
Cairo, Illinois, sent'by John C. Fisher, City Editor of the Evening Citizen in
that city, is the most important news item to the people or New Mexico that
has come over the wires in many a year. The news came too late to allow extended discussion in this issue.
'

Takes Up Yesterday Afternoon and This Morning, Some
Being Dismissed.

Judge Ira A. Abbott, of Albuquerque, arrived on this forenoon's train
from the south, and this afternoon presided over the sessions of the district court for Santa Fe county instead of Judge John R. McFio. The
case on trial Is No. 4300 on tho docket of Santa Fe county, namely the
County of Santa Fe, complainant, versus Max. Frost, defendant.
In it the
county asks for judgment in tho sum
of a little over $1,200 which had been
paid by it to the defendant some time
ago on a judgment obtained by the
latter on certificates of indebtedness
issued to the Santa Fo Water and
Light Company a number of years ago
and upon which suit was brought by
the said water and light company Rev-eyears ago.
Colonel Frost became the substitute plaintiff for tho water and light
company, the claim having been
transferred to him, and obtained
judgment in the case for the sum represented by tnese claims and interest twice after due hearing and trial.
A question having arisen and assertion having been made by some interested parties that the claims had been
once paid to the water and light company by tho company, Colonel Frost
the
first
to having
consented
judgment set aside and the case re
tried. After a second exhaustive trial
another judgment was obtained and
upon this second judgment part pay
nient was made which now the coun
ty seeks to recover upon the grounds
that tho claims have been paid and
satisfied by the county many years
ago.
In

order to have an absolute clear
understanding and determination of
the case Colonel Frost consented to a
second reopening and to the setting
aside of the second judgment. As the
case has been before Judge McFie
considered it
twice the defendant
best to ask for another trial judge,
hence Judge Abbott's appearance on
the bench.
A jury was empanneled this afternoon to try the case. District At tor
ney R. C. Gortner appears for the
county, and Attorney A. B. Renehan
is counsel for the defendant.

COTTON GROWERS
IN CONVENTION
Over Two Hundred Delegates Gather
'
Iri National Capital in Annual '
Meeting.
.

Washington, Oct. 3. The National
Association of Cotton Manufacturers,
convened here today in semi-annuFAKE INTERVIEW
session. Two hundred delegates repSIX CONVICTED
resenting every section in this counON
LAND
FRAUDS
IN GRANT COUNTY
try and over a hundred cotton merfrom England, Germany, Italy,
chants
E.
Peyton Gordon Denies Statement
At Recent Term of District Court in
France,
Portugal and Belgium were In
Credited to Him While in National
Silver City Now in Territorial
attendance. The convention here is
Capital.
Penitentiary.
preparatory to an International conference of cotton growers,
spinners
and manumacturers, at Atlanta, GeorDuring the recent term of the dis-tricourt of Grant county, which was
gia, next. week. Secretary of AgriculSpecial assistant to the at'held at Silver City, the county seat,
ture Wilson opened the convention
torney general of the United
convictions were found in six criminal
with an address in which he said "The
States, E. Peyton Gordon, who
cases, and the prisoners are now In
problem presented to our cotton growreturned to Santa Fe yesterday
the territorial penitentiary, serving
ers is not so much the cost of labor
from Washington, D. C, said
sentences. They were
out their
as the intelligence with wi.ich the
today he did not talk with any
is grown."
brought here and turned over to the
crop
newspaper men while in the naHe added that by better farming the
prison authorities by Sheriff C. D.
tional capital relative to the
Nelson of Grant county, who was acpioduction of cotton on the acreage
federal investigations now in
companied by three of his deputies,
now under tillage could be doubled.
progress in New Mexico. This
John Shelley, J. M. Montes and C. 0.
statement gives the lie to the
Frizzel.
THREE PRISONERS
assertion credited to him in a
The following are the names of the
fake interview published
in
which
FROM OTERO COUNTY
they
prisoners, the crimes of
one of the Washington newspawere found guilty, and the sentences
pers, that gigantic land frauds
imposed by the court:
Qne Convicted of Second Degree Murhad been unearthed in New
der Other Two Found Guilty
Miles Adams, second degree murder,
Mexico. Mr. Gordon was quotof Killing Neat Cattle.
twenty years.
ed as saying that the alleged ila
with
assault
Santiago Chavez,
legal land transactions inDeputy Sheriff Charles H. Haynes
deadly weapon, one year.
volved 500,000 acres when as
of
Otero County and Officer W. E.
a
with
Juan Macias, assault
deadly
& matter' of
fact the entire
of the Territorial Mounted
Dudley,
,
weapon, one year.
amount of territorial land actu'arrived
in the city last evenPolice,
Jesus Herrera, unlwafully dischargally disposed of is less than
three
ing,
one
bringing
prisoners sentyear.
weapons,
ing deadly
75,000 acres.
to
enced
the
territorial
flourishpenitentiary
Jesus Lercero, unlawfully
at the term just closed of the district
ing deadly weapon, one year.
court of Otero Couny.
Andreas Marcia, attempt to commit
'
Two of the prisoners were father
three
years.
rape,
and son, Robert Leslie, Sr., and RobJoseh J. Malloy who is held in cus- TAFT AND PARTY
Leslie, Jr., who were tried and
tody pending trial in Grant county was
DEPART FOR MANILA ert
found guilty of unlawfully killing neat
placed in the penitentiary for saje
cattle. The former was sentenced to
keeping.
Secretary of War Accorded a Cordial four years imprisonment and the lat
Reception at Every Place He
ter was given a term of two and one-haCOAL PRICES NEED
Stopped in Japanese Empire.
years. The other was Silderio
LOOKING INTO H. Kobe, Japan, Oct., 3. Secretary W. Duran, who was convicted of murder
Taft and party arrived at Kyote in the second degree and sentenced to
The approach of the twenty years in prison.
ithis morning.
Bernalillo County Grand Jury Believes train was greeted by a salute of aerial
Mr. Dudley who is grand chancel
Matter Should Be Brought Before 'bombs, General Kurkl entertained, the
lor of New Mexico of the grand lodge
Interstate Commission.
(the party while here. They proceeded of Knights of Pythias will attend the
jto Kobe this evening, where they went meeting of that body next week in
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 3. The aboard the Minnesota to proceed to Albuquerque.
Bernalillo county grand jury which, Nagsaki and Manila.
for several days past has been investiWOULD MAKE TRAVELING
gating the alleged coal trust in
TO AID FISH IN
PUBLIC BUY MILEAGE.
made its report last evening.
FIGHT ON HARRIMAN.
Oct., 3. Representa
Kans.,
Topeka,
Tt declares that the recent increase in
Hartford, Conn., Oct., 3. At a meet- tives of all the leading railways in
coal prices is extraordinary and un- ing of the stockholders of the Illinois Kansas
.appeared before the state
warranted, that the prices are exo"b-itan- t Central Railroad held here today, they board of railway commissioners today
and that the people have a griev- unanimously voted to have all the here and asked
permission to charge
ance. The report closes by asking the proxies of the stockholders
present three cents a mile on passenger fares
district attorney to take steps to place turned over to Charles M. Beach of after October 5, where the
the matter before the Interstate Com- this city, who is a director of the Il- boarded the train without apassenger
mileage
merce commission for speedy investi- linois Central Railroad company and book. In
other words the roads want
'
a supporter of Fish In his fight with all the passengers to have
gation.'
mileage
The grand jury was in session fif- the Harriman Interests. Those who books If they would take advantage of
teen days and returned a total of forty-tw- o have sent their proxies to Harriman, the two-cefare. The matter
was
'
Indictments.
will cancel them,
taken under advisement.
J
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Several civil cases were disposed of
the morning session today of the
district court of Santa Fe county presided over by Judgo John R. McFie.
On motion of Judge N. B. Laughlin,
attorney for the plaintiff in the ejectment case of Jesusita Archuleta versus Encarnacion Tufoya, taken on a
change of venue from Rio Arriba
county, the cause was dismissed at
plaintiff's costs.
The cases of Martin Sena et al versus Francisco Mondragon et al., John
N. Tholl versus Pablo Arauda et al.,
and Leo Hersch versus Nicholas
et al., were ordered dismissed
for want of prosecution.
The case of Marcellno Garcia, et al.,
versus Joso G. Sanchez, was dismissed
by consent of the litigants.
The case of B. B. Crosby versus
tho Pennsylvania Development Company was continued for the purpose
of taking depositions.
Yesterday afternoon tho court sot
aside its former ruling over-rulinthe
motion to quash the writ of attachment In the case of H. E, Astler versus W. F. Astler and sustained the motion in part and leave was granted to
filo a new bond within ten days.
Judge McFie yesterday also overruled a demurrer interposed by the
defendant In the case of Thomas 13.
Catron versus Ransom B. Thomas and
leave was given to the defendant to
plead within twenty days.

GREAT CQflPORATIDNS OF COUNTRY

at.

Declares President Roosevelt in Speech
at Cairo, Illinois.
Individual States Unable to Cope With Problems of Such
Magnitude, Hence Federal Supervision is Necessary.

BIck-wort-

Cairo, 111., Oct. 3. When President
Roosevelt stepped ashore here at tt
o'clock this morning he manifested
a
every evidence of having passed
comfortable night. He was the guest
on the
at dinner last
evening
Business
steamer Alton of
tho
Lea .gut of St. Louis and
Men's
speech-makin"'.ill
that entertainment,
and conversation, his time until almost midnight was fully taken up. The dinner was regarded by
all as very Important and it is believed that the scheme of a ship channel from the gulf to the lakes received great Impetus. The President
requested that his remarks be not reported but he consented to the stateunement that he has announced
of
the
his
genendorsement
quivocally
eral principle involved in the scheme
for the creation of a ship channel up
the river to the Great Lakes. At the
same time he was most careful to say
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
he would not give his assent to any
FAVORS WATERWAY particular scheme of improvement.
He also pointed out that there were
obstacles connected with the
many
Big Railway System to Use Its Influ
ence to Secure Improvement of
carrying into effect of any plan of
such vast proportions and involving
Great River.
so much expense, and while promiscould give,
Chicago, Oct., 3. The management ing all the assistance he
of the Illinois Central Railroad com- ho told his hearers the only way to
pany has decided to throw its influ- make success certain was to thoroughence in favor of the deep waterway ly prepare themselves as to render
from the Great Lakes to the Gulf. This their arguments unanswerable.
His speech was greeted with probecame apparent yesterday when J. T.
applause and this endorsement
longed
tho
of
stated
road,
Harahan, president
he would make an address in favor of took the shape of words when Goverthe project of the Deep Waterways nors Folk, Deneen and Blanchard
efconvention at Memphis Friday.
spoke. All pledged their utmost
of
the
in
furtherance
forts
enterprise.
CenThe management of the Illinois
tral believes the deep waterway pro- The gathering at dinner was a notposed will develop the south rapidly able one and included tho governors
and such development will make in- of fifteen states.
creased tonnage for the Illinois CenUpon the arrival of President Rooseand. party at tho Cairo wharf all
velt
Yazoo
and
Mississippi
tral and the
were
lines.
Immediately conveyed in carriaggalley
DePresident Haraliau said' in his judg- es to St. Mary's park. GovernorPresithe
introduced
of
Illinois,
neen,
in
unable
would
be
ment the railroads
at 9:40
many years to come as they are now to dent, who began speaking
10:"G0.
until
continued
o'clock
and
offerhandle the tremendous traffic
to
boat
their
returned
ed, so it will not hurt by reason of the Then the party
was
start
the
afterward
and
shortly
tonnage taken from them by the
made for Memphis. Over ten thousand
people heard the President's address
in the park and the crowds would
have been larger had the arrival of
GOULD E
many excursion trains not been delayed. The President spoke in part
as follows:
The President's Speech.
PAY GIG
"Men of Illinois, and You, Men of Kentucky and Missouri:
"I am glad to have the chance to
speak to you today. This is the heart
of what may be called the Old West,
which we now call the Middle West,
using the term to denote that great
states
group of rich and powerful
which literally forms the heart of the
country. It is a region whose people
are distinctively American in all their
thoughts, in all their ways of looking
at life; and in its past and its presARE
ENORMOUS
PROFITS
ent alike it is typical of our country.
The oldest men present can still remember the pioneer days, the days of
Resources of Oil Octopus the white-tilteox wagon, of the emiHave Never Been
grant, and of the log cabin in which
that emigrant first lived when he settled to his task as a pioneer farmer.
They were rough days, days of hard
New York, Oct., 3. For the first work, and the people who did that
time there has just been made public work seemed themselves uncouth and
the iucome- - account and balance sheet forbidding to visitors who could not
of the Standard Oil company of New look below the surface. It is curious
to think that even as
Jersey, which is the parent of all the and amusing
of his kind, a man
lover
a
genuine
Standard Oil companies in the world.
so
from national pre
free
normally
of
shows
The report
that the wealth
should
Charles
as
Dickens,
the company has, at not time, been judices
we
where
the
selected
have
region
overestimated.
now standing as the seat of his
are
The income account shows, that forlorn 'Eden' in Martin Chuzzlewit.
while the company paid forty million
he so bitterly assailed is
The
dollars in dividends in the year end- now country
one of the most fertile and proing December 31, last, It earned more ductive portions of one of the mosti
million and left a
than eighty-thre- e
fertile and productive agricultural tersurplus for the year of more than ritories in all the world, and the
$43,750,000.
This, added to the previ- dwellers in this
territory represent a
ous surplus and the total
surplus
intelliof comfort,
average
higher
In profit and loss account amounts to
and sturdy capacity for
gence,
$261,000,000, or more than ten times
in any
than the
the amount of the great fine recently tract of like extent in people
conother
any
imposed in the federal court by Judge tinent. The land teems with beauty
Landis. The balance sheet shows the
and fertility, and but a score of years
assets to be $371,604,532 as compared
after Dickens wrote it was shown to
of $100,000,000.
with a capitalization
be a nursery and breeding ground of
Apart from the capital stock oustand-in- heroes, soldiers and statesmen of
and the profit and loss surplus, the
the highest rank, while the rugged
only liabilities are accounts payable to worth of the rank and file of the citithe amount of $12,264,000.
zenship rendered possible the deeds of
the mighty men who led in council
FOUR ITALIANS ARE
and in battle. ,This was the region
HANGED FOR MURDER.
jthat brought forth mighty Abraham
Lancaster, Pa., Oct., 3. Four Ital- Lincoln, the incarnation of all that is
ians, Antony Deloze, Stephen Caruli, best in democratic life; and from tho
Siverie Rodelll and Joseph Celione loins of the same people, living only
were hanged here today for the murd- a little, farther south, sprang another
er of Peter Albamaze last year. They 'of: our .greatest Presidents, Andrew
murdered Albamaze because : hr - re- 'Jacksot.'.-'Qla man who
- :: ' made' mistakes,Hickory'
sisted being robbed.
like most strong men,
g

g

FINE

Astounding Wealth
of Standard is
Revealed

d

g

but a man of iron will and incorruptible integrity, fearless, upright,
devoted to the welfare of his country-

men, bone of our bone and flesh of
our flesh, a typical American if ever
there was one.
Rules For Good Government.
"Government in its application
is
ofien u complicated and delicate work
but the principles of government are.
after all, fairly simple. In a broad
general way we should apply in tho
affairs of tho national administration,
which deals with the interests of all
our eighty-odmillions of people, just
the same rules that are necessary in
getting on with our neighbors in our
several neighborhoods; and the nation as a whole should show substantially the same qualities that we
would expect an honorable man to
show in dealing with his fellows. To
illustrate this, consider for a moment
two phases of governmental action.
"First as to international affairs.
Among your own neighbors,
among
your friends, what is the attitude you
like to see a man take toward his fellows, the attitude you wish each of
your sons to take when he goes out
into the world? Is it not a combination of readiness and ability to hold
his own if anyone tries to wrong him,
while at the same time showing careful regard not only for the rights but
for the feelings of others? Of course
it is! Of course the type of man
whom we respect, whom we are proud
of if lin is a kinsman, whom we are
glad to have as a friend and neighbor, is the man who is no milksop,
who is not afraid, who will not tolerate nor hesitate to resent insult or injury, but who himself never inflicts
insults or injury, is kindly,
thoughtful of others' rights in
short, a good man to do business with
or have live in the next house or have
as a friend. On the other hand, the
man who latlw any of those qualities
is sure to be objectionable.
If a man
is afraid to hold his own, if he will
submit tamely to wrongdoing, he is
If he is a bully, an opcontemptible.
pressor, a man who wrongs or insults
others, he is even worse and should
be hunted out of the community. But,
on the whole, the most contemptible
position that can possibly be assumed
by any man is that of blustering,
of
bragging, of insulting or wronging
other people, while yet expecting to
go through life unchallenged, and being always willing to back down and
if readiness to
accept humiliation
make good is demanded.
Nation Must Command Respect
"Well, all this is Just as true of a
nation as of an individual, and in dealing with other nations we should act
as we expect a man who is both game
and decent to act in private life. There
are few things cheaper and more objectionable, whether on the part of
the public man or of the private man,
on the part of a writer or of a speaker, an individual or a group of individuals, than a course of conduct
which is insulting or hurtful, whether
in speech or act, to individuals of
another nation or to tho representatives of another nation or to another
nation itself. But the policy becomes
infamous from the standpoint of the
Interests of the United States when it
ia combined with the refusal to take
those measures of preparation which
can alone secure us from aggression
on the part of others. The policy of
"peace with Insult" is the very worst,
policy upon which it is possible to embark, whether for a nation or an individual. To be rich, unarmed, and yet
insolent and aggressive, is to court
well-nig- h
certain disaster. The only
safe and honorable rule of foreign policy for the United States Is to show
good-nature-

itself courteous toward other nations,
scrupulous not to infringe upon their
rights, and yet able and ready to defend its own. This nation is now on
terms of the most cordial good will
with all other nations. Let us make
it a prime object of our policy to preTo do so it
serve these conditions.
i3 necessary on the one hand to mete
out a generous justice to all other
peoples and show them courtesy and
respect; and on the other hand, as
we are yet a good way off from the
millenium, to keep ourselves in such
shape as to make it evident to all men
that we desire peace because we
think it is Just and right and not
Rich Must Not Oppress the Weak.
"So much for foreign affairs. Now
for a matter of domestic policy. Here
in this country we have founded a
great federal democratic republic. It
is a government by and for the peo- (Gontluuefl' on Pag9 Eight)
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1o telegraphic advices of
President
is
Roosevelt
considering the question of Btatehood
for New Mexico at an early date but
has not yet come to a conclusion. That
the president is very friendly to the
claims of this territory to statehood
may be accepted as a fact. When an
enabling act is to pass and when he
is to give this project his sanction and
support is a question yet to be decid
now
ed. The representations which
are being made to the President by
Governor Curry and the cogent and
strong reasons advanced by the ex
ecutlve of New Mexico to the nation
al executive may carry the day and
the president may finally conclude to
give New Mexico's claims for speedy
admission active and strong support.
if he does so, the chances will be good
for favorable action during the flrst
session of the Sixtieth Congress and
in all probability a statehood bill for
the Sunsnlne Territory will be passed
In time to enable the people of the
now state to vote for president in

3.75
2.00
1.00
75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest n ewspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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FARMING DOES PAY.
It is being established beyond cavil
and doubt that farming pays in the
United States and for that matter that
farming of course including horticulture is one of the mainstays, if not
the principal mainstay of the growth,
strength and virility of the United
States. The Denver Republican under
the heading of "Does Farming Pay?"
discusses this question fully and thoroughly and what it says concerning
Colorado applies to New Mexico at
this time to a limited degree, but will
be fully justified concerning this territory in a very few years when irrigation and intense cultivation of the
soil by the Campbell dry culture process and otherwise will have gained
the foothold in the Sunshine Territory
now had in these lands lines in the
Centennial state. Even at this day the
farm and fruit produce of New Mexico
is one of the most important factors
in its well being and prosperous material condition.
The Republican holds that Secretary
Wilson of the department of agricul-

ture estimates the annual agricultural
products of this country at six thousand million dollars, and it is probable
that the estimate is not very far
wrong.
This enormous
production is the
chief stone in the foundation of our
national wealth, anil with the extension of the tilled area and improved
methods in cultivation it is growing
larger year by year. Whether farming
pays the Individual farmer or not,
there is no question that it pays the
country; and what is profitable to the
people at large must be so also for
those directly engaged in it.

"The strength of the United States
as an agricultural country consists not
alone in Its enormous aggregate production, but very largely in the great
variety of its crops. The weakness of
the South before the war arose from
the fact that it produced almost nothing but cotton, and the years were
prosperous and business good in that
section according to whether the cotton
crop was bountiful and commanded a
high price in the market. Conditions
have undergone a radical change In
the South since then, although cotton
is still the principal crop. But the cotton states supplied at that time an illustration of the condition of any
country dependent in the main upon
agriculture of but one kind. Today the
United States produces nearly everything needed for either food or the
clothing of man. For this reason it is
strong and for this reason also

,
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ATTORNEY
MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

1

TIfE FIRST

JUATIQJIAL.
OF SANTA

BAJ

FE.

.D,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courtu
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa Fe, N. M

The oldest banking Institute
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.

n in New Mexico,

JOHN

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Presi dent.

Established

H.

In 1870.

VAUGHN, Cashier.

ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant Cashier.
BENJAMIN M, READ .
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Siinta Fe,
Offlne: Sena Block, Pa'.ac Avenue.

Transacts

$63,500.

business in all its branches. Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of money to all ports of the civilized
world on as libera! terms as are given by any money transmitting

A. W. POLLARD,
Attorney at Law.

District Attorney, Luna County.
.

Surplus and Undivided Profits

Capital Stock, $150,000.

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
United States District Attorney.

Demlng

The Torrance county fair hold dur- revenue to the city would pay for our ing this week at Estnncia, the countv
additional
educational expenses,
or sent, was a success in many ways.
The exhibits of ' vegetables,
nearly so.
cereals
There is no good reason why the and grasses were very creditable and
licenses of saloons should not be rais extensive. Fruit there was none as
ed and there are many good reasons the fruit crop in the Manzano moun
tains was a failure as elsewhere in
why they should.
At all events The Citizen, since the the territory on account of late frosts.
matter has been suggested, calls the The show of livestock was also vnrv
attention of the public to the subject satisfactory.
The attendance was
and would be glad to hear further arge ana farmers and livestock rais
ers from various portions of the counalong the same lines,
ty were very noticeable by their presWHY THE HIGH PRICE OF COAL? ence. Another instance that county
A recent dispatch from an Okla- rairs are a good thing and that evorv
homa town states that four lumber county in the territory should have
companies doing business there were one yearly at the county seats.
fined $500 each for violations of the
The Alamogordo News, which is col
Sherman anti-trus- t
law. Here is a
pointer for the Albuquerque people lecting subscriptions for a nublic foun
who desire an Investigation of the coal tain, remarks that some of those who
trust manipulations in the Duke City have given nothing are making $25 a
and who endeavored to have such day out of their business while a few
brought about by the grand jury' of years ajo they were making $15 a
the territorial district court in session week as clerks in some other citv'
there at the present term. They should Says the News: "There are evidently
number of citizens of Alamo
take their cases .to the federal side
and try again. Referring to this mat- gordo who are either too busy or too
ter the El Paso Herald pertinently indifferent to take up matters of pub
lic welfare, even when the work in
says :
"An Albuquerque grand jury tried volved is being done by others." It. id
to investigate the high price of coal, a coming failing; El Paso has quite a
under a law which had been on the bunch of the same sort. El Paso Her
statute book of the territory for' sev- ald. Ditto, the Capital City of New
enteen years, but the star witnesses Mexico and the more's the pity.
when summoned, declined to answer
The contemplated El Paso trade ex
questions, and their lawyers contended that the law was unconstitutional cursion should he run into Santa Fe
and that any inquiry should bo made via the El Paso and Southwestern
in the federal court. It is to be hoped Railroad and the Santa Fe Central
that the inquiry will be pushed, for Railway. This would benefit fciie busithe excessive price of fuel places a ness Interests of both cities and would
serious handicap on every industry give the El Pasons a peep at the great
scenic attractions and the fine loca
and every family in the southwest."
Since then Judge Abbott has decid- tion of Santa Fe, enable them to get
ed the witnesses summoned by the a glimpse at the many handsome pubBernalillo county grand jury in the lic buildings, a view of the many his
case will be obliged to give the Infor- torical and archaeological objects and
mation desired. These witnesses were attractions, and also a chance to
examined and the result of the grand breathe the pure ozonic and health-givinatmosphere and enjoy the glorious
jury's investigation will be made
Sunshine of this favored spot. By all
known in its report.
means bring the contemplated El Paso
WORK trade excursion to Santa Fe.
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New Mexico.

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney at Law.
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U, S,
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.

a general banking

agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's term.
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and
aims to extend to them as liberal .treatment in all respects, as It
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Deposit boxes for rent.

The patronage of the public is respectfully

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at Law.
Practices in the District

and Su
Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe
preme

A. B. RENEHAN,
in the Supreme

Practices
trict Courts.
a Specialty.

Santa Fe.

and Dis
Mining and Land Law
Office In Catron Block,

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Ptopt.
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CHAS. F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico...
Santa Fe
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Tabic Set vice Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms lot Commercial Travelers.

GEORGE B. BARBER,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Lincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
Practice in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt Attention Given to All
Business.

o

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

-

Washington Avenue

INCOME & GABLE, Proprietors.

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at Law.
District Attorney for Second Judicial
District.
Practices in the District Court and
the Supreme Court of the Territory:
also before the United States Supreme
Court in Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
H. B. HOLT,
Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Practices in the District Courts as
well as before the SuuroraCourt of
the Territory.
-

MARK B. THOMPSON

HOTEL

Attorney-at-La-

District

Attorney,
Eighth District,
Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero Conn--
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American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
ies.
Roosevelt's tour along the
President
Heated.
Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
month
the
postthe
present
During
Las Cruces
New Mexico
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.
masters and postofflce employes, es- cities and towns of the Mississippi
river this week is remarkable for the
pecially in the second and third class
HARVIE DUVAL,
most cordial receptions and sincere
and
are
their
money
offices,
earning
beare
and
boon
have
which
welcomes
"Attorney at Law.
are not at all being overpaid. During
to him by the people. Land, Mining and Corporation Law exextended
ng
extra
)f
October
month
entire
the
Practice in all the District
of Thousands and thousands have crowd- clusively.
sorting, counting and weighing
to hear him and Courts and Supreme Court. Special
are
and
ed
crowding
the
and
will
matter
mail
be the rule,
thousands and thousands are disap attention to perfecting titles and or
postal force will have to work hard
can not get within ganizing and financing land and min
to carry out the orders of the depart- pointed that they
ear
of
shot
the
president when he is ing properties.
ment in this regard and furnish the
If
Office, Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
bis
speeches,
delivering
information desired. There may be
1
1
and other cranks arc of the
some soft snaps in second or third
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Roosevelt's
Mr.
whole
populara
as
that
opinion
Taking the country
class postoffices but certainly the SanTHE BEST PLAGE IN TOWN TC GET A GOOD MEAL.
are decidedly
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
farming undoubtedly pays, and taking ta Fe postofflce does not contain such ty is wanning they
the
in
Practices
and
District
"off."
Supreme
in
parColorado
of
'the irrigated lands
nor are there sinecures in the other
Courts of the Territory.
ticular, there, is no question about it, second and third class postoffices in
If You Have Not Taken p Meal ui The (Coronado) it
New Mexico
Socorro.
comes
Office,
the
York
report
New
From
Individual
whether the state or the
the Sunshine Territory. There are
has
lossrd
Rockefeller
D.
John
that
In
northern
Will Pay to.Dq so-considered.
Not Join These People.
farmers are
some very soft federal snaps with
CATRON & GORTNER.
Colorado the farmers are getting rich. lots of pay and precious little to do $100,000,000 by the decline In prlees
A man may undertake to pay one hun- In New Mexico, but they do not lie of Standard Oil and other corporation
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law.
in
his
are
which
stocks
and
during
Catron Block.
property,
GOOD ROOMS WITH ALL MODERN CCNVllilENCES.
land
for
acre
an
dred dollars
around loose in the postofflce departMr. Santa Fe
New Mexico, r
two years earn enough from his crops ment. There an official must be effic the past few weeks. Evidently
A man who
to cover the entire purchase price of ient and understand his business or Rockefeller needs no pity.
and
to
lose
in
$100,000,000
favored
a
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
.
position
Short orders upon short no tice. We cater to the appetites of our
his farm. It is the most highly
out he goes. Take it all in all the peo is
fixed
well
is
not
Public.
States
pretty
United
whimper
customers.
Notary
COME, COME, COME.
to
are
pay
farming region in the
of
willing
the
country
ple
Office with the New Mexican
and probably its superior is not to be for a first class, rapid and up to date
Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
found anywhere in the world.
postal service and there are no public
L. Johnson of Cleveland
Tom
Mayor
complaints at deflciences in the de has had the
ROMAN L. BACA,
job so long that he has
IN partment.
HIGHER SALOON LICENSES
Real Estate and Mines.
concluded it is his property and does
ALBUQUERQUE.
not care to give it up. Human natuje
Spanish Translator, Notary Public.
AN IDEAL TOWN.
DAWSON
The Albuquerque Citizen brings out
Office Griffin
is evidently strong with the Honorable
Bldg., Washington
a very good point for the consideration
People ought to be happy in the Tom. There are others. The longer Ave , Santa Fe, N. M.
of the city administration and the mining camp of Dawson, in Colfax thpv hold lucrative and easy public of
The
corpora fice the less they eare to part with
people of Albuquerque generally. It county.
OSTEOPATHY.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
suggests the raising of the city licens- tion which owns the townsite and it.
es in the case of saloons and other the buildings, furnishes water and
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Ave.
drinking places. As is well known electric light free to its tenants, and
Dead men tell no tales and they are
rv
Albuquerque has been and is today what is more the houses built by it easily convicted; at least tnis seems
Successfully treats acute and chronTJ
GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO FOR
coal
miners to be established in the trial of U. diseases without drugs or medicines.
a wide open town too much so for and rented to the
No charge for Consultation.
its good and its people. Public gamb- are comfortable and neal. Coal is S. Senator Borah at Boise, Idaho, m
PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
In sold at $2
The town, which the dead
Frank Hours:
per ton.
m.,
'Phone 156.
p. ed.
ling will cease there as elsewhere
The
next.
1
which contains over three thousand Steunenberg,
the territory on January
is made out to have
f
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.
to deCONY T. BROWN,
revenue which has been derived from people has but one justice of the been guilty of conspiring
this source for the maintenance of the peace and he is not very busy; one fraud the United States government
Mining Engineer.
Purely a .Mutual Insurance Company.
will
deputy sheriff and he has an easy out of valuable timber lands.
public schools of the Duke City
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
School of Mines.
be no more and the Citizen thinks that time of it. There are three churches,
an three fine modern school houses,
a
New Mexico.
The Sultan of Morroco is becoming Socorrc
part of this loss can be made up by
increase in saloon licenses. The- large and beautifully appointed opera civilized and modernized. He wants to
Court Fidelity and Publi c Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
CORBET & SMYTHE,
house, and only three saloons; the negotiate a loan of several millions
paper says that the city of Albuquer,ni lnsB a considerable sum of business of the latter is 'very closely of dollars on security not worth ten (Civil, Mining and Hydraulic Engineers.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.
abolishment
to
of
the
order
and
desires
result
as
PePace
a
amount
prevail
he
ana
General
money
regulated.
Contracting.
Assayhg
per cent of the
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
of licensed gambling the flrst or nexi and the situation is almost ideal. The borrow. The world moves even in
the own- Morroco.
vear.
East side Plaza.
corporation,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Paso
at
least
and
Southwestern
El
ers
need
of
the
we
time
same
At the
DAVID M. WHITE, C. E.
Dr Richard D. Harlan says that the
two new school buildings In order to Railway system and rich copper mines
'
and
a
enrolled.
and
is
now
in
Territorial Engineer.)
service
joke.
Bisbee,
Arizona,
consular
Douglas
the
(Late
pupils
American
accommodate
of
Citizen
are
the
citizens
in Sonora, Mexico,
controlling They're evidently many
Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad
It has been suggested to The
and Bridge' Building.
that a good way out of the dilemma spirits. Verily, Dawson seems to be this' country who like that sort of toa
DIAMONDS
WATCHES
sale
New Mexico.
hard
the
town.
Fe,N
for
an
ideal
Santa
licenses
are
very
as
the
raise
trying
to
is
they
joke
of intoxicating liquors.
get Into it.
3Maiiia.factia.r9r of
HOT TAMALES.
Mrs. Hetty Green who is a rather
The saloons do a big business as
Eve Te8ted ant:
RIGHT PRICES
T
and
and
4
Chile
Chile
they bright old woman and something of
Hot Tamales,
Verde,
Blank certificates of births
big as any of our merchants
RIGHT GOODS
Fitted by Up-tdo not pay their pro rata, all things a financier herself, says: "Wall Street deaths required to be furnished by Colorado, Pozole with Cuerltos,
r
'
and Chicken Temole are among
is going to the devil." If thlsis to physicians, roidwlves. nurses and other
considered.
t
Date Method
which RIGHT SERVICE
As a matter of fact, there are prob- come true the people of the country attendants at sucl occurrences, for the Mexican and Spanish dishes
Ofat
are
the
served
in
AlbuquerMexican
saloons
New
made
nightly
at
being
about
the
Printing
sale
care.
have
not
will
They
ably too mny
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE
license
short order house, The Bon Ton
and la Quantities to
que today. With a higher and the up their minds that they can get fice. Low rates
246 San Fran else St. Santa Fe. N. M
Restaurant.
saloons
attention
celve
prompt
along without Wall Street.
there would be fewer
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TESTED AND PROVEN.

(Homestead Entry No. 7190).
Notice of Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.

There Is a Heap of Solace In Being
Able to Depend Upon a
Well-Earne-

NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N.M.

the Children's Home Society of New
Mexico, was in town this week look
ing up the case of an orphan boy
whom he had placed here recently.
From Tucumcari to The doctor also found two other cases

ROCK ISLAND TO
EXTEND TO TRINIDAD

d

Will Build Cut-Of- f
Colorado Town Choctaw Line
For months Santa re readers have
to Be Finished Next Year.
Lucero, of Gallsteo, N. M., has filed seen the constant expression of praise
notice of his intention to make final for Doan's Kidney Pills, and read
five year proof in support of his claim, about the
Topeka, Kans., Oct., 3. Another
good work they have done
viz: Homestead entry No. 7190, made in this locality. Not another remedy through .railroad line for New Mexico
NW ever produced such convincing proof with certainties for the northeastern
August 21, 1!)02, for the NW
section 9, lot 4, section 4, lot 5, of merit.
portion of the territory and great possection 5, township 13 N, range 9 E,
Benito Romero, living on San Fran- sibilities for the central portion, is the
and that said proof will be made be- cisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M., sayr definite assertion carried by recent
fore register and receiver at Santa Fe, "I made a statement for publication dispatches and statements glveu out
New Mexico on October 10, 1907.
some five years ago in which I gave by authoritative officials of the Rock
He names the following witnesses an account of my suffering from back- Island system. It is announced that
to prove his continuous
residence ache, due to kidney trouble and told the long delayed extension of the
upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz: how Doan's Kndney Pills, which I pro- Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad
Augustin Ramirez, of Gallsteo, N. M. cured at the Ireland
Pharmacy, from Amarlllo, Texas to Tucumcari,
Juan Vlllanueba, of Gallsteo, N. M. brought me the first relief. As I then New Mexico, is to be completed before
Tomas Vlllanueba, of Gallsteo, N.
stated, I had b' a suffering from pain the end of 1908, and that surveying
M. Francisco Gonzales, of Gallsteo, across
my lolu and kidneys and had corps are now in the field making the
N. M.
been subject to the attacks for over final survey for the further extension
MANUEL R. OTERO,
a year. Some times I would work un- of this line to Denver through northRegister.
til noon and then on account of my west New Mexico and Trinidad, Colokidneys and back would have to atop rado. The object of the construction
Herewith are some bargains offered for the balance of the day. I tried Into northeast New Mexico Is to
by the New Mexican Printing Com- plasters, but they afforded me no re- reach the large coal fields which Rock
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the lief whatever.
Two boxes of Doan's Island interests control in that disTeritory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep Kidney Pills cured me and I have on trict, and the extension into Denver Is
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Mis a few occasions noticed a
slight re- a natural one, since the Rock Islandsouri Pleading forms, $5; Missouri1 turn of the old
but at once Frisco system already has a Denver
trouble,
Code Pleadings, $C; the two for $10;
appealed to Doan's Kidney Pills and line.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws the results have
It will be remembered that several
always been prompt
of New Mexico, 1899, 1901, end 1903.
and satisfactory. I can call to mind years ago the Choctaw, Oklahoma and
English and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; a number of my friend3 who have, on Gulf road was projected to run from
Flexible-Cove- r
full leather, $3; Sheriff's
my advice used Doan's Kidney Pills Oklahoma, through eastern New MexPocket Docket, single, $1.25; for
kidney complaint and have been ico to the Pacific, pioneer surveying
two or more books, $1 each; New Mex
well by them."
made
operations being carried on through
ico Supreme Courts Reports, Nos. 3
sale by all dealers. Price CO central New Mexico, with AlbuquerFor
to 10, inclusive $3.30 each; Cotapila-tioof
Foster-Milbur- a
cents.
Co., Buffalo, que one of the probable points
Corporation Laws 75c; Compila- New
in the
Interest
contest.
The
solo
for
United
the
greatest
York,
agents
tion Mining Laws, 50c; honey's DiStates.
project existed here at the time. Then
gest of New Mc::ico Reports, full
the Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf got
Remember
name
Doan's
the
and
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
into difficulties and finally the road
'ike no other.
was sold to the then expanding Rock
The New Mexican Printing ComIsland-Friscsystem. It was announcHave your stationery printed by the
pany will do your job work with
ed that the road would be completed
New Mexican Printing Company.
neatness and dispatch.
by that system from Amarlllo to Tucumcari, but for some reason best
known to the financial interests in
control no progress was made. Now
from
New Mexico Military Institute.
conies the following dispatch
recent date:
under
Texas,
Amarlllo,
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"It lias developed that the Rock
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Island has not abandoned its plans
Army Officer Detailed by War Deparline between
for building the cut-of- f
tment. Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL
Amarlllo and Tucumcari, New Mexico,
IN CLASS "A."
as was supposed. The grade for the
Thorough Academic course, preparing
proposed road was constructed more
young men for college or for business life.
than throe years ago. For some reaGreat amount of open air work. Healthiest
son the work ceased and nothing has
location of any Military School In the Union.
since been done in the matter of comLocated in the beautiful Pecos Valley the
pleting the line. It has now announced
garden spot of the West at an elevation
that the rails for the road have been
of 3,700 feet above sea level, sunshine every
orderd and that track laying will be
day, but little rain or snow during session.
commenced the first of the coming
Eleven officers and instructors, all graduyear, tflie grade is in good condition,
ates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
but will require resurfacing.
heated,
furnished,
buildings, thoroughly
"The distance between Amarillo
Cs
lighted and modern in all respects.
and Tucumcari, Is 110 miles, in almost
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W.
a straight line east and west. At TuG. Hamilton,
Vice President; J. Phelps
cumcari the road will connect with
White, Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson, Secrethe El Paso division of the Chicago,
tary, and W. A. Finlay.
Rock Island Pacific. The new line will,
For particulars and illustrated catalogue
in reality, be an extension of the Chocaddress,
taw, Oklahoma and Gulf division of
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
the Rock Island. It will afford a new
Superintendent.
southern route from western points to
Memphis and other eastern points
reached by the Choctaw line and its
connections."

August 29, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Higlnio
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These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west
ot i aos, ana mty miies norm oi santa
a
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Granda Railroad, from, which point a
dally line of stages runt to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry .and delightful the year
round. There Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids.!
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.

SPRINGS.

the world. The efficiency of these waters has been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to In the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh,

Bar-anc-

How to Cure a Cold.
The question of how to cure a cold
without unnecessary loss of time is
one in which we are all more or less
interested, for the quicker a cold is
gotten rid of the less the danger of
pneumonia and other serious diseases
Mr. B. W. L. Hall, of Waverly, Va.,
has used Chamberlain's Cough Reme
dy for years and says: "I firmly be
lieve Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to
be absolutely the best preparation on
the market for colds. I have reconv
mended it to my friends and they all
agree with me." For sale by all drug- ists.

La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc.
etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50
$50 per
per day; $15 per week;
month.
Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fe train upon request. This resort Is attractive at all
seasons and Is open all winter. Passengers for OJo Caliente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach OJo CHURCH REVIVAL
Caliente at 4 p. m., the same day.
ON AT TEXICO
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further par
Union Evangelistic
Services
Being
the richest alkaline Hot Springs in ticulars, address.
Held in Cut-Of- f
Town Other News
in That Vicinity.
j

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

OJo Caliente. Taos County,

N

.M

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH,

Proprietor.

PABST'S BLUE EIBBON
ANY QUANTITY

TA Beer 0 QuMy.
FROM A PINT UP.

Fine VJnes. Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

FLAT

:

OPENING

i

:

i

SANTA FE, N.M.

BLANK

:

BOOK!
a

ATENT1
(FRAY
HEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., SOLE MAKERS FOR NEW MEXICO.

Texico, N. M., Oct., 3. The Rev.
Lawrence
Russell and Dr. John R.
Gass of Albuquerque are holding evangelistic services at the Methodist
Episcopal church here. The meeting
are in the nature of a union effort and
are attending the
good audiences
services. On next Sunday the clergymen have announced to preach In
Clovis, a nearby town, where they
will take steps to organize a Pres-

Herbert Smith, one of the original
townslte men of Texlco, left yesterday for Mineral Wells, Te,as, where
he will stay for a whilo for the benefit of his health.
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"HO! OYSTERS! HO!"
The first of the season just received
short ordei
at the only
house, The Bon Ton, where they are
being served to your taste. Call and
be convinced. They handle A. Booth's
New York oysters, which come In
sealed cans.
To check a cold quickly, get from
your drugist some little Candy Cold
Tablets called Preventics. Druggists
everywhere are now dispensing Preventics, for they are not only safe,
but decidedly certain and prompt.
Preventics contain no quinine, no laxative, nothing harsh nor sickening.
Taken at the "Sneeze Stage'" Preventics will prevent Pneumonia,
La Grippe, etc. hence the
name, Preventics. Good for feverish
children, 48 Preventics 25 cents.
Trial Boxes 5 cents. Sold by Cart- wright Davis Co.

jSV

Kennedy

Quinsy, Sprains and Swellings Cured.
"In November, 1901, I caught cold
and had the quinsy. My throat was
swollen so I could hardly breathe. 1
applied Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
It gave me relief in a short time. In
two days I was all right," says Mrs.
L.
Cousins,
Otterburn,
Michigan.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm is a liniment and is especially valuable for
For sale by
sprains and swellings.
all druggists.
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Bron-chitic-

STUDY T HE MAP.
The natural point on the New A., T. & S. F. Cutoff for the distribiition of freight, having the advantag e of the easy grades and short route
to the East and West, and direct com munlcation will all points in the Ter- -

"DOOTH'S OYSTERS."
The very finest in the land have
Just been received at the Bon Ton
Restaurant. These are the very first
of the season and can be fouud only
at this place where they are
In everything.
A trial will convince

-

ritory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Willard as soon as the Cut-ois open.
Surrounded by a fine farming conntr y. The purest water in New Mexico.
The geographical center of Torrance County and of New Mexico.
The
water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short line through New Mexico,
Willard is a growing town. Wlllard will make a City. Study the Map.
For information, cal on or address
n

you.

Henry E. Jones, of Tampa, Florida,
"I can thank God for my
present health, due to Foley's Kidney
Cure. I tried doctors and all kinds
of kidney cures, but nothing done me
much good till I took Foley's Kidney fcVVSX
Cure. Four bottles cured mo, and I
have no more pain in my back and
shoulders. I am 62 years old, and suf
fered long, but thanks to Foley's Kid
ney Cure I am weft and can walk and
enjoy myself. It is a pleasure to roc'
ommend it to those needing a kidney
medicine." For sale by Ireland

writes:

I

t

FRANK

L.
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WALRATH, REAL ESTATE.
WILLARD, N. M.
XX VX XSXXS XXXXX XXXXX

xxxxx xxxxx

Santa Fe Livery Stable
THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.

LIVERY. BOARDING AND FEED STABLE

(Homestead Entry No. 7208.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Sept., 23, 1907,
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
Francisco Gallegos, of Jemes, N. M.,
has filed notice of his intention to
make final five-yea- r
proof in support
of his claim, viz: Homestead
Entry
No. 7208 made September 2, 1902, for
N
SE
Section
SW
the N
13, Township 18 N., Range 3 E., and
that said proof will be made before
Marcus C. de Baca, Probate Clerk at,
4,
Bernalillo, N. M., on November
1--

i-- 2

PINE R1Q8

0X

land's Pharmacy.
The Weekly
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I am Sole Agent in this city for

"SCHWABS"
Celebrated Set Price Suits of

$10.00 $15.00 $20.00 25.00

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of the land viz:
Francisco Duran, of Jeraez, N. M.;
Benito Gallegos, of Jemes, N. M.; Re
fugio Armento, of Perea, N. M.; Jose
Maestas y Ruiz, of Perea, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,

Take something now and then to
help the stomach. Kodol will do this.
It is a combination of natural diges- tants and vegetable acids and con
tains the same juices found in a heal
thy stomach. It is pleasant to take.
It digests what you eat. Sold by Ire-

Fit and wear guaranteed. Sole agent for "Crossetts" Men's
Shoes, "Best on Earth." Please call and convince yourself. Xo
trouble to show goods.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN
6'

P

gpiegelberg- -

257 San

Mn

and

Fran cltco Street

MM

by

-

Wares

and

Curios

Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquois, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
Blankets,

Kodaks and Photo Supplies.
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
of DEVELOPING, PRINTING and ENLARGING. Mail Orders Given Piomp
We make a specialty

Send for Catalogue.
HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
510 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.

Attention.

A DELICIOUS BEVERI0GE.
Dr. LAuritzen's Health Table Malt,
Is a must delicious beverage.
It may
be drunk freely at any time, by man,
woman or child. It builds up tired,
weak bodies and shattered nerves.
H. S. KAUNE & CO.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 38.

New Mexican Review
the New Mexican
Printing Company every Thursday. It
contains the most reliable and latest
territorial mining, educational, stock
raising, railroad social and political
news of the week from all points of
A Card.
the Territory. It is an excellent paper
This la to certify that a.i druggists
to send to friends In the east. Price are authorized to refund
your money
five cents per copy.
if Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure
your cough or cold. It stops the
In most cases consumption results cough, heals the lungs and prevents
from a neglected or improperly treat- serious results from a cold. Cures la
ed cold. Foley's Honey and Tar cures grippe cough and prevents pneumonia
the most obstinate coughs and pre- and consumption.
Contains no opivents serious results. It costs you no ates. The genuine is in a yellow packmore than the- unknown preparations age. Refuse substitutes.
For sale at
and you should insist upon having the Ireland's Pharmacy,
genuine in the yellow package. For
sale by Ireland's Pharmacy.
Try a New Mexican want "ad."
is published

J

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

f PHONE 132.

1907.

If real coffee disturbs your Stomach, your Heart or Kidneys, then try
coffee
this clever
imitation Dr.
Coffee. Dr. Shoop has
Health
Shoop's
closely matched old Java and Mocha
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet it has
not a single grain of real Coffee in it.
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee. Imitation
is made from pure toasted grains or
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc. Made in
one minute. No tedious long wait. You
will surely like it. Get a free sample
at your store. Sold by all dealers,

CARRIAGE8EFVICE
SADDLE HORSES

FIR8T-CLA8- 8

GOOD

1-- 2

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany is prepared to do the best of
brief work In short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers, who de.
side to have their briefs printed rap
idly and correctly and to present them
church.
byterian
Edward T. Massey has just complet- to the Supreme Court now In session
ed the sale of a quarter section of land here on time, should call on the Nev
which he took up under the homestead Mexican Printing Company.
act, to J. A. Ryan of Oklahoma, the
sum realized was $2,000. Land which
was considered worth nothing, except
for grazing purposes, since the experimental farming which has gone on in
the past year is now selling from
$2,000 to $5,000 per each quarter section.
Vi
The Davis Supply company of Chicago has just completed "the contract
with' the Capital Freehold Land company of Farwell, across the Texas line
for laying the mains for the new waterworks plant.
George E. Courtney of Haskell, Texas, is here looking up the matter of
starting a broom factoryIf arrangements can be made with the farmers
for the planting of a sufficient acreage
of broom corn, which grows splendidly here, the factory is an assured fact
for the town.
The Texlco mills, John Brubaker,
owner and manager, have just comand
pleted extensive improvements
enlarged of the mills and their capacity. A good deal, of wheat is being
put in this fall, and the mill is one of
the important industries of this place.
Dr. C. E. Lukens, superintendent of

Ji

of need while here.

1--

n

H fea

Quanta Fe

NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
We are pleased to announce that Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
and lung troubles is not affected by
the National Pure Food and Drug Law
as it contains no opiates or other
harmful drugs, and we recommend
it as a safe remedy for children and
adults. For sale by Ireland's

EY0iy:703uo

inureatea
inoaia mow
about tne wonaeriol
KARVEL WhirlingSwty
ItM new Vaclaal Syringe
iteat n on conven.
lent, it cleanaei
11

Am your dmgrirtfor It.
If a cannot iukdiv tne

MARVEL, accept no
otner, nut tena namp lor I
lllnnfrateil linok npiled. It
full unrtlnnlnri and direction! In.
valuable to lariiw. HAUVEL CO.
44 fcatt SSd fHrMfc HKW TWBK.
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P. N. Ltneau has boon at Estancla
uio past rew days, attending the Tor
rance county fair.
it. u. Finney of Chicago, a piano
salesman and tuner, was in the city
today calling upon his customers.
Airs, orant liivenburg expects to
leave this evening for Albuquerque
whore she will remain for several days
and attend the territorial fair which
will be held there next week.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New
Mexico Mounted Police returned 'today
from Albuquerque, Socorro and other
points, whore he has been on official
business. He was at Socorro during
the fair.
a?
Charles H. North of Cincinnati,
Ohio, Is a visitor In Santa Fe. Mr.
i
All
in
North is an attorney-at-laby profesAnd you will have health.
is
a
and
of
brief
f.
nhniilil
bo
taken
sion,
enjoying
respite
rii.no nn ra
from his legal duties.
ones health and Ballard's
J. S. Mactavish and wife of Magda-len- a
Herehound Syrup will euro
reached the city yesterday and
C0UC1HS. COLDS, CROUP,
Up-t- o
Also a
registered at the Palace Hotel. Mr. 4j BRONCHITIS AND ALL.
Mactavish Is the manager of the Beck
PULMONARY DISEASES.
er Blackwell Mercantile Company of 1 Mrs. J. H. MeKcil, Salt
Our
TailorMagdalena.
1 Lake City, Utah, writes: "I
Roi-bal
County Commissioner Jose Ines
is
ing
of Nambe, spent, yesterday in the
thank Horehound Syrup for
in
of
mo
coughs
having; cured
city on personal business. He will be
colds and other liko diseases.
here again Monday to attend the reguThree Sizes 25s, 50c and 1.00.
lar quarterly sessions of the board of
county commissioners.
Judge Ira A. Abbott of Albuquerque,
Ballard Snow Liniment Co,
presiding judge of the Second judicial
c-- r
1
onis. MO..
district, arrived in the city on the
noon train from the south today, and
this afternoon tried a case In the disSold and Recommended by
trict court here for Judge John R. Mc-FiFISCHER DRUG STORE.
P. 0. Box 219.
Phone No. 36.
0
Deputy U. S. Marshal C. E. Newcomer has returned to Albuquerque gon, Michigan, an aunt of Mrs. Ehle,
For Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods House in me City.
from a visit to Chicago and other Il- is also accompanying her home and
linois points. He went oast with U. S. will remain in this city several weeks.
W. R. Smythe cf the firm of Corbett
Marshal C. M. Foralcer, escorting two
federal prisoners to the V. S. prison and Smythe, is in town for a day or
two from his surveying camp. He is
at Leavenworth, Kansas.
Colonel George W. Prichard left at running a line for a public road over
noon today via the Santa Fo Central the Pecos National Forest to connect
Railway for Lincoln to attend the dis- with the Scenic Highway. Mr. Smythe
trict court of Lincoln county, which says that he Is following a very feaswill meet there next Monday. He has ible and easy line and is now near
several important cases before that the Pecos river having run the line
court and will likely be absent about from the boundary to 'the Pecos Reserve on the Santa Fe river. He is also
ten days.
or Thin,
Iron and Brass Beds, Rattan Goods, Kitchen Cabinets, Book and
can fit every man, Large or Small,
Thomas R. Stewart, acting supervis- securing superb photographs of scen
Corner Stands, Just Received.
is
Taos
road
which
and
the
Jemez
ery along
proposed
or of the Pecos river,
Come and let us show you our swell lins mats an.
national forests, during the absence of to be built by the .Bureau of Forestry
Forest Supervisor Ross McMillan, re-- i at government expense.
EMBALMING AND
turned yesterday afternoon from an
on
(Continued
Page Eight.)
inspection trip on the Jemez reserve,
UNDERTAKING
He reported that an inch and a half of
in the vicin
snow fell Tuesday-nighJUDGE MILLS
ity of Gallinas.
as
was
who
V.
formerly
W.
White,
306-SCORES JURY
'Phone 10.
Sao Francisco St.
DRY GOODS HOOSE IN THE CITY
THE LARGEST AND MOST
sistant secretary of the Territory un
1.
'Phont
Call
N.
Night
J. W. Raynolds has Court Incensed When Verdict of Not
der
arrived in the city for a few days
Guilty is Returned in Robbery
while en route to Socorro from BowlCase.
ing Green, Kentucky, where he spent
BESS
the summer visiting home folks. Mr
N. M., Oct., 3. "How a body
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN. White will remain in Socorro during of Raton,
American men, after hearing the
When You Want to Buy,
the coming winter.
evidence in this case, could bring in a
David R. Gano of Chicago, arrived verdict of not guilty is more than I
Sell or Exchange
in the city today and will be the guest can see. One
thing is certain, and
for a few weeks of John W. Dorman, that is that you have shown your-- '
a forest guard on the Jemez National selves unfit and incompetent to serve
forest stationed at Bland. Mr. Gano this court in any capacity. The jury
Oil '
Is connected with the Standard
discharged for this term of court."
WINTER 6BQCERY CO.
company in the Windy City. He and
With these words, Judge W. J.
Mr. Doman have arranged for a hunt- Mills, who has been
holding district
court for Colfax county, showed his
ing trip in this vicinity.
well
known
Samuel Eldodt, the
displeasure at the verdict rendered in
merchant of Chamita, arrived in San- the case of the Territory vs. J. G.
ta Fe last night en route home from Garland, who was on trial for
Excelsior Springs, Missouri, whither
Keep Busy Until Ycu Find
he went for the benefit of his health.
is hinted that the jury was tam
It
Fruits And Vegetables
He was joined here by his wife who pered with, and it' Is understood
PRICE $3.00.
that
came down from Chamita to meet him an investigation is
made by the
being
for
their court. This same
and they left this forenoon
of All fynds in
jury freed several
home in northern New Mexico.
defendants during this term of court
Goods Sold on Easy Payments. Large Stock
Father Dorsi, a Jesuit priest, who where the evidence pointed to a conseason.
1 I
has been stationed 'for some time at viction, and it is generally believed
of Picture Moulding.
El Paso, Texas, has arrived at Las here that the jury was "fixed." But
Vegas to fill the position made vacant by whom Is not known, and rumor has
by the transfer of Father Marra to not as yet connected any one person
Naples, Italy, in the Jesuit college in with the affair.
the Meadow City, and also on the editorial force of La Revista Catholica, a
ENLISTS TO
weekly newspaper published in the
ll
to
devoted
and
the
Spanish language
ESCAPE PRISON
A
interests of the Catholic religion.
1YC
Edward Ehle left this morning for Las Vegas Young Man Joins Army After Passing Worthless Checks-M- ay
Las Vegas, whither he went to meet
his wife, who is returning from a visit
Yet Be Prosecuted.
to her parents at Fairfield, Iowa, and
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
S. E. Cornet
Las Vegas, N. M., Oct., 3. Amado
also to form the acquaintance of his
inbond-T- he
little son and namesake wno was J. Ortiz, who joined the regular army
born during Mrs. Ehle's absence in at the local recruiting station and left
Iowa. Mrs. C. H. Farmer of Muske- - here Saturday, is wanted for forgery.
The young man issued two checks,
drawn on well known parties, amounting to $100. He spent most of tho
money immediately, and then, fearing
to remain until his crime was found
"THE CLUB."
Phone No. 94.
out, enlisted in the army, after he
had received assurance that he would
Immediately be sent to Fort Bliss, for
which place he denarted on Inst 'Sat
urday. Sheriff Cleofes Romero is now
negotiating with the army officer in
I
HARDWARE COMPANY
charge of the post in an effort to have
I
the young man returned here for trial.
:
Phone 14.
Phone 14.
Reference:
of Blocks Produced.

ips up

Th tfccrH of old I
afe is Jiealt'h Use I

BALLAKLo

1

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

tr

SHOP

FALL

OPE NING

the latest and most desirable effects
Dress Goods and Silk Waist Patterns.

Date Line of Mens
Complete
Youths, Boys and Childrens Clothing at
Merchant
lowest prices.

The new Fall and Winter Samples are in, and we are ready
toshowyouthe best line
ever seen in the city

the best
Department
the city and we

GUARANTEE SATISFACTION
CALL

We keep on making Clothes to
order, because men keep on
wanting them. They keep
on wanting them because we make Clothes
to please them

hp

BE COJMJIICED

-

CHARLES

WAGNER)

Furniture Company.

Fat

We

NATHAN SALMON.

A SPECIALTY.
8

IU7f
equal

f

V

HQDSSHOLD

a

for

D. S. LOW1TZKI

9

WHITE
HOUSE

F.

COFFEE

V.

BUTTER

PURE PDDD WHISKEY

Specialty.

Ll'tU uumiau.

Our goods having been bought
Pure Food Laws
have not changed any of our

Plata,

labels.

iwoop-DAyB- i

Santa Fe Concrete Block Company

3

Quality

Shelf and Heavy Hardware, Modern Plumbing and
Heating, Mining Supplies

Stoves

Paints
Oil

Glass
Varnishes
Wood Dyes
Kalsomine
Wallpaper
Brushes
1

Iron Pipes

Wagon Covers

Ranges
Refrigerators
Ice Cream Freezers
Lawn Mowers
Garden Hose
Screen Doors
Window Screens

and Fittings, Camp

Outfits,

Fishing

Tackle,

Tents
Bedsheets
Hammocks
Harness
Saddles
Pumps
Cylinders

Ammunition, Rifles, Shot Guns, Pistols.

SEE OUR NEW FACE PATTERNS

RAIN AND COLDER

WEATHER

PREDICTED.

Today's official weather forecast for
New Mexico is: "Rain tonight and
Friday except fair in southwest, portion; colder tonight and in south portion Friday." In Santa Fe the temperature at 6 o'clock this morning was
5C degrees and the lowest during last
night was also 56 degrees. The maximum temperature yesterday was 68
degrees at 12:50 p. m.( and the minimum temperature 45 degrees at 3:10
a. m., the mean temperature for the
day being 56 degrees. The relative humidity at 6( a. m was 49 per cent and
at C p. m., C5 per cent, the average for
the day being 57 per cent.

It is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the "New
Mexican."

GEO. S. BLUHSTT, Is'Gh".
THE IRELAND hHARMAGY

PHESCnMPTIOjx SPECIALISTS

Your Prescriptions ate Filled
Carefully and Accurately fay a
Registered Pharmacist.
Phone

41

Phono

41

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.M,

3, 1907.

MINOR CITY TOPICS
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Our
suits are the real
lit, and If you'll come and order one
you will be ft. N. Salmon.
Santa Fo Lodge No. 2, I. 0. O. F.
will hold Its regular weekly meeting
this evening at Odd Fellows' Hall at
7:30 o'clock.
Mrs. Frank A. Hubbell. wife of Hon.
Frank A. Hubbell of Albuquerque, is
reported seriously ill at the family residence in the Duke City.
The Woman's Aid Society of the
First Presbyterian church will meet
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
with Mrs. C. A. Haynes.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1?, Order of
the Eastern Star, will meet this evening at 7:30 o'clock in regular
meeting at the Masonic Hall.
Mrs. Charles A. Haynes and niece,
Miss Evelyn Dougherty entertained a
large company of friends at cards this
afternoon at their home on Johnson
made-to-orde-

LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO

ILami

Suits That Are
Right

Compare Our Goods and Prices. We Can Supply you
Houses, Trv Us.
Quicker and Better Than Far-of- f
as
sasxsosaskaa

OF DEPOSIT A ND SAVINGS ACCOUNT8.

ON CERTIFICATES

Place your account with ua NOW,
and when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money for any pur
pose whatsoever, you will find ut amply able and disposed to accommodate
you on the very best terms and rates
obtainable anywhere.

If you have valuable papers of any
kind, such as deeds, notes, Insurance
papers, etc., why not rent one of wr
Safety Deposit boxes, where your
f
papers will be safe in our
fire-proo-

vaultf

FELo C

GUAB
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

semi-monthl- y

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits

mm win wi immmnm

GROCERIES, NARDWAllE, IMPLEMEN TS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, ROOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

street
The Guild of the Church of the Holy
Faith will meet tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock in regular
session with Mrs. Frost, 252 Palace
avenue.
The Sunday open air concerts in the
Plaza by the Santa Fe band will be
given during 'the fall and winter
months, beginning next Sunday at 2: 30
o'clock in the afternoon instead of at
night.
Order your suit today and you'll be
Our suits always
happy tomorrow.
look riht. N. Salmon.
The funeral of the late Miss Salome
Abeytia took place this morning at
6:30 o'clock from the family residence
and at 7 o'clock from the Cathedral.
The remains were interred In Rosario
cemetery. A large number of relatives
and friends attended the last rites.
mass will be celebratSolemn hi;-red at the Cathedral at 9:30 o'clock toof
morrow morning in commemo'-atio.- i
the
de
Assissi,
St.
Francis
of
feast
the
patron saint of the diocese of Santa
Fe. The Cathedral choir will sing
vespers this evening in connection
with the regular October devotions.
Studies were dispensed with today
at St. Michael's College and the student body and Christian Brothers in
charge of the institution enjoyed their
annual picnic at Monument Rock.about
ten miles east of the city. Fifteen conveyances of various kinds were pressed into service to transport the merry
party to the picnic grounds.
From and after Monday next a compilation of the incorporation laws of
the territory will be for sale by the

gwwwwraaaw

Prepared to Fu Small or Large Orders fcr Anything in

serai-monthl- y

for

PAGE FIVE.

Main Offlc, LA8 VEGAS,

M.

N. M.

6ANTA ROSA, N.

n'm'irairwa
Xew Mexican Printing Company. The
compilation has been carefully made
and is up to date. Attorneys, bank officials and business men generally desiring copies should address the New
Mexican Printing Company in this
city.
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo
has issued marriage licenses to the
Miss Josellta Montoya,
following:
aged ID, and Juan Antonio Vigil, aged
27, both of Santa Cruz,
and Miss
Genoveva Garcia, aged 20, and Leonard Dunworth, aged 29, both of Madrid.
Postmasters in New Mexico were
officially notified today to redeem,
when presented, international reply
coupons received from foreign countries. The coupon can be redeemed
only for a five cent stamp. These coupons are issued in all countries of the
Postal Union and are issued to enable
correspondents to send reply postage
in their letters. The coupons themselves cannot be used for postage but
will be exchanged for stamps to the
value of five cents of the country in
which presented. The coupon is a little
over three by four inches in size and
is printed in blue over an olive green
back ground. The face of the reply
coupon shows in its center a flying
woman. Coupons will be sold for six
cents and Postmaster Paul A. F. Walter has made requisition for a supply
to bo put on sale at the local

mi, 11

M,

WHiMm

OPEN SEASON
WILD

MOUNTAIN

TURKEYS,

GROUSE, QUAIL.

.We arc Headquarters, for duns
and
THE

Ammunition.
WAVERLY.

Washing Machines are good; I'
you have tried other and failed
don't neglect toTRY THE WAVERLY IT WILL

THE WORK

DO

labor than any machine
on the market its reasonably
wi'th less

too!
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.

r
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WE COUNT
ytrri m srrT XX TH t
ranch the largest asset we have in our busineBa.

CAPITAL COFFEE
To have our

for.

closed
Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is

only

after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

It ii

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
f in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Pet Pail $J.OO

Legal blanks both English
Spanish for sale by the New
can Printing Company.

New Breakfast Food

EVERYTHING

you

Any

Cents.

Orders Filled for Any Amount. Mail Orders
will Receive Prompt Attention.

a Package

Phone 38.

FRUITS

J

HIT, TH1 RIOHi FEMD

when you strike this establishment
We handle nothing hut
S

FLOUR

AND FEED.

Those who lave ealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are. And those who don't
know our flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unIf you are ono of these
acquainted.
11 order at
you should give us
once.
Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL 8T0CK

LFO

FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS
CELEBRATED - HEALTH-RESORIN THE SOUTHWEST
T

Santa Fe, N. M.

KERR'S

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Riant.

FIRST-CLAS-

oiii?Iu

SODA WATER,
Flavor
Desire.

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9

YOU

HARDWARE

IN

And All Kinds of Mineral Waters.

Montezuma Avenue.

OH AS. CLOSSOM.

is

Mail orders given prompt attention.

Phone No. 83.

LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER

FOOD

f Oc

and

HENRY
KRICK
Sola Agent for

PRICE'S CELERY
2

Out Plumbing Department
Unexcelled

TheFamo

(0c a Package

Was 12

WILSON'S HEATERS.
Are unequalled as FUEL SAVERS and
HEAT DISPENSERS,
They ARE REASONABLE.
We also sell the excellent AIR BLAST
and BOSS HEATER, and the largest
and best line of Stoves and Ranges in
the City, Also the Torrid Zone Furnace. We can save you money.

Mexi-

Tr,y It and see.

Advertising pays.

BERRIES

LIVERY STABLE

Eight)

When in need of anything in the
printing line, such as wedding cards,
Invitations, briefs, call on the New
Mexican Printing Company, where
all work Is guaranteed.

WHOLE WHEAT

i our guarantee.

SQPIT7

Handsome Cup and Saucer
in Each Pail

a great

Every article carries with

ou Page

The New Mexican Printing Company has the largest, most modern
and best arranged book bindery in the
Southwest Tii- best kind of work
only turned out. Prices very low an
satisfaction guaranteed. If you havw
books to bind, whether the largest
ledger or journal, or magazines and
pamphlets or need any other binding
call for figures, samples and prices of
the New Mexican Printing Company.
The company is anxious to serve you
and will give yon satisfactory rates.

Try a Pail of

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spite
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive

satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

(Continued

US. UNESCO.

FHD.

HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers la '
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POT ATOE8, 8ALT AND SEED.
SHE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN MOUSE IN SANTA
H, NEW MEXICO

OF

ILL KIHDS

Hi MB CO.
THE

a

Capital

Parlors

:

The only

first-clas- s
in city.
Second to none in Territory.

Four

.

first-clas- s

artists

....
.....

Electrical Baths

Other Baths

:

:

11.50
.25

Parlors Located Weat Side Plas

W.

11.

KERR,

Pfoprietof

WHY DID YOU COME WEST?
To rest, recuperate, hunt, fish, breathe fresh, pure air, see mountain
scenery, get a change, live a new and fascinating life under new conditions,
and get food that needs no pure food law.
That's why you came west!
There is a beautiful little valley that nestles between the highest mountains of the Rockies on the upper Pecoa river; ideal altitude, 7,000 feet, and
temperature identical with Santa Fe. Its streams swarm with trout
and the woods and ranges are filled "with game large and small.
The
ranchers live the life of the west. There are mountain Hon, bears, deer
and wolves for the huater. There are sadle ponies to be had for the
asking, Tooms in a big, rambling ranch house with wide verandas, tent
rooms or a cabin If you want it. The days are never dull. You see a
great ranch eand the genuine western life. Fresh milk, butter and eggs-- all
you can drink and eat. Sleep In blankets at night 'fish in your shirt
sleeves during the day. You couldn't spend more than ?9 a week If you
ineu. nu me piace you are nwnirg wr. Accommodations tor uom men
and vomtn.
Inquire thl office or addrasi THE VALLEY RANCH, reoos N. M.

have proven very beneficial and thoroughly efficacious in cases of Kidney troubles, Locomotor Ataxia,
Rheumatism, Gout, Neuritis, General Debility, and a perfect tonic for
of the human system, body and mind.
the
First class hotel, with modern improvements, at the Springs.
Rooms with bath If required. The greatest of care and attention given
s
s
and to suit. Miles of
to guests and invalids, fable
roads in vicinity of Hotel and Spurings; carriages, buggies and
sadle horses furnished on application.
Climate of the best, especially from September 1st to June 1st.
Address for particulars and for circulars.
The waters

of the Springs

first-clas-

first-clas-

THOS. C. M'DERMOTT,
Faywood Hot Springs, Grant County, New Mexico.

The Weekly New Mexican Review
is published by the New Mexican
Printing Company every Thursday. It
contains the most reliable and latest
territorial mining, educational, stock
raising, railroad social and political
your business ever before the news of the week from all points of
by advertising in your home the Territory. It is an excellent paper
A good advertiser always has to send to friends in the east. Prica
In any honest enterprise.
five cents per copy.

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany is headquarters for engraved
cards de viste in New "Mexico. Get
your work done here and you will be
pleased In' every particular.
Keep
public
paper.
success
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Freight, Passenger and Staamship
business.
Pullman berths secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchisoii, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison,
At Tor& Santa Fe Railway.
rance with El Taso & Southwestern

To-pek- a

System.

S. B. GRIMSHAW,

General Frelflht and

ill

t.

Pasenger Agent.

1
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SCHEDULE
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In Effect September 1, 1907.
No. 31
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No.
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7
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a. m.

00 p. m.
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10 iO
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43p m
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p. in.
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CAFULIN VEGAS
VIGIL

THOMPSON
CUNNINGHAM
Arrive) .. .CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION.
Lea e. ) .. ..CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION.
RATON, N. M
Arrive....
.

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

a.
a.
a.
8 H0 a.
N05 a.
7 30 a.
7 20 a.
700 a.

00
9 25
8 45
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Arrive
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in.
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Trv

M f h depot for following station, in N.M, Coate, Ponll Park Rapdo
nu,u,,.
nrruiu
N.
M.. s dpcot for following stations in
Park.
Taos, Twining and Valdez
Talpa,
own, Lobo, Questa,' Rancbos de Taos, Red River City,
rw
r
j. r rw VT
JVAJN HUU1M,
.1
DEDMAN.
Vice Pros, and Gen. Mgr.
Superintendent.
RATON, N. M.
RATON, N. M

S?mn'JN.

i.

fTto

du,

Y

T"l

,

-

Mto

COLUMBIA

ONLY PERFECT
GRAPHOPHONES

OUR

Iachine

HALF

$3.00 per dozen.

each.

CYLINDER
h

CO

CONTRACT LET FOR

cents

$7.20 per Dozeu.

Disc Records

$1

Disc Machines

Machinet.
Cylinder
Range in Price from

to

in

price from $12.50 to $100.00.

$125.00

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED.

v

flliJIH

Take DeWitt's Little Early Riser
Pills. Sold by Ireland's Pharmacy.

PLAN.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE OUR EASY PAYMENT
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO.
16th Street, Denver, Colo. Mail Order Departments.

r.fi'i:l

..
.j,

505-50- 7

CaK--

$25.00

fosnla
Daily until October 31, 1907.

Accepted In Tourist Sleeper en payment
Pullman fare; also In free chair cars.
Through service on fast trains.
t
enable you to visit Grand Canyon
Phoenix, Prescott, and many other points.

Stop-over-

Atk for
Santa Fe Southwest
San Joaiuln Valley
Touritt Leaflet.

G. H. DONART, Agent.

The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa

Santa Fe

Ry. Co.
Fe, New Mexico.

.

(Homestead Entry No.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe,

lliilf

I
I

Reslster.
Santi Fe Commvndery No.
KT.
Regular conclave
DeWitt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
second Saturday In each
Salve is good for little burns and big
mouth at Masonic Hall ,
burns, small scratches or bruises and
7:S0 p. m. C. J. CRANDALL, E. C.
big ones. Sold by Ireland's Pharmacy.
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.

.

-

-

51;

Santa Fe

Lodge of

Mth degree,

Perfection No.

Ancient

and

1,

Accepted

Peottlsa Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
t 7:30 o'clock iri the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14, See.
F.

I. O. O.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. Z. I. O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening in Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street.
Visiting brothers welcome.
DAVID

L.

MAX KALTER, N.
LEO HERSCH, V.
MILLER. Sec'y. '
B.

P.

G.
G.

(Homestead Entry No. 7189.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
August 30, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Panta-leoMontoya, of Galisteo, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
final five year proof in support of his
Homestead
entry No.
claim, viz:
7189, made August 21, 1902, for the
section 9, lots 5 and
NW
NE
C, section 4, township 13 N, range 9
E, and that said proof will be made
before register and receiver at Santa
Fe, N. M., on October 11, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Bentura Anaya, of Galisteo, N. M.:
Cirlaco Anaya, of Galisteo, N. M.; Antonio Sandoval, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Abelino Valencia, all of Galisteo, N.
n

4

4

M.

o.

E.

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

OU-T-

The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile an Luis valley; also to the

a n Juan country4 of Colorado.

For information as to ft. Ies, train service,
cripuve literature, etc, can on or address

n
des- -

H

Dayton, N. M., Oct., n The contract
has been let for the test oil well on
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.
F. H. McBRIDE, Agent.
the properties of the Dayton Oil and
Colo.
Denver,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Development company, to J. C. Grant,
of Roswell, who will go down 500 feet,
which will be below the sulphur water
Oil
and probably into the oil sand.
For anything and everything appertainins to Printinsr or Binding
sand "was struck In a well bored late
call
on
the New Mexican Printing Company.
one-hal- f
the
from
where
mile
ly
well will be put down, at a depth of
484 feet.

each.

range

No.

R. A. M.
Regular convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Sec'y.
1,

w

OIL WELL.

TEST

$10 per Dozen.

95.00 Per Dozen

$7.50

IA.

Disc Records

25

RECORDS 50c Each.

i

They Make You Feel Good.
The pleasant purgative effect ex
perienced by all who use Chamber
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, and
the healthy condition of the body and
mind which they create makes one
feel joyful. Price 25c cents. Samples
free at all drug stores.

I(ECCI(DS
DISC

Santa Fe Chapter,

DIRECT

ChMJJE

Cylinder Records
FOOT

DISC

FIT AflY

Fit Any Cylinder

cents each.

,

RESULTS ARE OBTAINED.
AND COLUMBIA RECORDS.

Our Cylinder Records

X. P.

VV

A. GORMAN,
(Jeu. Passenger Agt,
RATON, N. M.

VV.

-

R. McCORD, Sec'y.

ll

Thuriday

7IHSM

Montezuma Lodge, No.
P. & A. M. Regular communication first
Monday of eac.i month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p, m.
R. H. MANNA. W. M.

1, A.

September 9, 1907
Notice Is hersby given that Jose
D. Gonzales of Rlnconada, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
final five year proof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No, 9378
made May 8, 1906, for the lots 3 and 4,
Sec. 20, T. 23 N., R. 10 E., and H. E.
No. 11701, made July 3, 1907 for lots
6 and 7 Sec. 20, Township 23 N. Range
10 E. and that said proof will be made
before the Register and Receiver, at
Santa Fe, N, M., on October 23, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Gabino Rendon, of Santa Fe, N. M.,
Ezequiel Mestas, of Dixon, N. M To- mas Atenclo, of Dixon, N. M., Rubel
Salazar, of Dixon, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

e

.Saturday

Leave.

ALAN

1907.

wel-?om-

No. 20

10

MASONIC.

f4

3,

(Homestead Entry No. 9378.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

SOCIETIES.

FRATERNAL

OCTOBER

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 4C0, B. P. O. E.,
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder P-- .s
holds Its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month. relieve backache, weak kidneys, and
Inflammation of the bladder. Sold by
brothers are invited and
Afflicted With Sore Eyes for 33 Years Visiting
Ireland's' Pharmacy.
R. H. HANNA, E. R.
I have been afflicted with soro eyes
J. D. SENA, Sec'y- for thirty-threyears. Thirteen years
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
ago I bocame totally blind and was
maae with Automobile
Connection
FRATERNAL UNION.
blind for six years. My eye3 were bad
Linrt at Torrance for Roswell dally.
One of my neighbors
ly inflamed.
leaves Torrance for Ros-weSanta Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal Automobile
insisted upon my trying Chamber
4
at a. m., and arrives at Roswell
Union of America. Regular meetings
Iain's Salve and gave me half a box
12 noon.
Automobile 'eave- - Rosat
rst and third Mondays in each month
arof it. To my surprise it healed my
1
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall, well for Torrance at p. m., and
10
ra.
The
fare
at
rives
eyes and my sight came back to me.
at
Torrance
p.
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat-er- s
P. C. Earle, Cynthlana, Ky. Chamber
between Santa Fe and Torranca Is
welcome.
lain's Salve is for sale by all druggists.
15.80 and between Torrance and RosM. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Matter.
well $10. Reserve seata oi auto-.o-b- ile
GREGORIO RAEL, Treat.
MAN ACCIDENTALLY
by wire.
riAVID GONZALES, Suc'y.
SHOT WHILE HUNTING.
J. W. STOCKARD,
Manager Automobile Line.
"BOOTH'S FRESH OYSTERS."
Trinidad, Colo., Oct., 3 As the reBlack Bass, Lake Trout, Perch,
If you take DeWitt's
sult of the accidental discharge of a
Kidney and
rifle, Clyde Hunter was shot in the Salmon, Silver Herring, Bullheads, Bladder Pills you will get prompt recalf of his right leg Sunday morning, Frog's Legs, Lake Trout, Lobsters and lief from backache, weak kidneys,. Inthirty miles from Emery Gap, New Shrimp can be found only at the Bon flammation of the bladder and urinary
Mexico, one hundred miles south of Ton Restaurant, where .they can cook troubles. A week's treatment for 25
cents. Sold by Ireland's Pharmacy.
this city. The wounded man was just to your taste.
brought to this city and after receiv
ing medical treatment was taken to
his home at Hoehne. Hunter, in com
pany witn tnree otners, was onj
his way to the mountains to hunt;
deer and while riding over a mountain
road, a gun, which was lying in the
bottom of the wagon, was accidentally
TO
discharged.

1

1? v train 124,
n
:U L Uncn
arriving in Dawsmi, N. M at6:10a. p. ni.
.i .
at m.wi
Connects with El Paso A Southwestern liy. ttain li leaving uawsou,
M.,meet trains at Preston, N.M. 51.
Stage for Van Houten,toNand
M.
from Taos and El izabethtown,
Connects with Stage
Pes Moines, and E. P. & S.
r.nnnfi(.t.inn with A. T. & S. F Rv.. at Raton and Preston, with C. & S. Ey. at

Ry

Palace.
II. N. Strathan, Newark, New Jersey; Dr. W. F. Shaw and wife, Colo
rado Springs; H. C. Applegate,
St.
O. D. Olmstead, Waterloo,
Louis;
and family,
towa; L. B. Towusend
Chicago; J. S. Mactavlsh and wife,
Magdalena; George Holden, Chicago;
E. B. Mc Arthur, Denver; L. Manheim- er, Cincinnati, Ohio; Andrew Gunter,
Frank Bond, Espanola; W. B. "Well,
New York; Samuel Eldodt and wife,
Chamita; H. D. Davis, Estancla.
Claire.
J. R Stephens, Raton; H. K. Gil- niour, Cowles; William P. Johnson, Al
buquerque; W. M. Raynolds, Cleve
land, Ohio; Mrs. Cayatona Reyes.CIty
(if Mexico, Mexico; H. L. Kaiser, Den
ver; Emmet Mason, Pueblo; William
Woolf, St. Louis; F. B, Baptist, Fort
Smith, Arkansas; J. E. Walter and
wifo, Pueblo; R. F. Oakley, Taos; S.
W. Jarrett, St. Louis; W. E. Dudley, C.
M.
II. Ilaynes, Alamogordo;
Schal,
Chicago; J. Nestor Ortlz.Los Angeles;
J. W. Cousie, Columbus, Ohio; H. J.
Strongfellow, Denver; Harry Herbert,
New York; B. O. Wade, Canon City.
Colorado.
Normancle.
W. J. McCarty, Denver; W. R. Stras- ser, Perry Gulch; H. Fromfether, Ala
mosa; W. J. Davis and wife, Ozark,
Arkansas; Frank Markle, East Las
Vegas; W. M. Miller, Wichita, Kansas;
W. H. Paye, Wichita. Kansas; L. A.
Smith, Newkirk, Oklahoma; Ralph A.
Scruby, Denver; John F. Farrar and
wife, Maramac, Oklahoma; Miss A.
A. Stewart, Chicago; B. R. Voss, J. W.
Juan
Mollon, Newkirk, Oklahoma;
Gallegos and wife, David Gallegos and
wife, Adelacio Chavez and wife, Pinos
AVells; Pedro Chaves. Galisteo; F. C.
Heighe, Gallinas; Amos Jatterson, Estancla; Pedro Vigil, Las Animas.
Coronado.
John M. Morrison, Aztec; J. W. De
Long and wife, El Toro, California;
Jose Garcia, Albuquerque; B. O. Nor-ris- ,
J. P. Norris, Delta, Colorado; S.
H. Pickens, Estancla; W. W. Brunei-- ,
Stanley; Donaciano Vigil,
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No
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2
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KATON, N. M
...CUFTON HOUSE

.

7
13

20
23

No. 21

2
2

STATIONS
Luven

0

00

Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday
11

No.

from
Raton

4

a. in .
t0 a. m
20

Miles

1

THURSDAY,

HOTEL ARRIVALS

Santa Fc Central

Effective

JUL.

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors

7269.)

AH

N. M.

September 16, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Julio
Roybal of Pecos, N. M., has filed no
tlce of his intention to make, final
five-yea- r
proof in support of his claim
viz: Homestead Entry No. 7269, made
Sec
October 6, 1902, for the SW
tion 22, Township 17 N., Range 12 E.
and that said proof will be made be
fore the Register and Receiver, at
Santa Fe, N. M., on October 23, 1907
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Cresencio Roybal, Eplfanlo Gonza
Ies, Romulo Roybal, Simon Viveash,
all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,
1-- 4

No home is so pleasant, regardless
of the comforts that money will buy,
as when the entire family is in perfect
A well decorated window makes a
health. A bottle of Orino Laxative
Foley's Kidney Cure wul cure any
case of kidney trouble that is not good showing to people taking in the Fruit Syrup costs 50 cents. It will
cure every member of the family of
beyond medical aid. For sale by Iresights, but advertising your rares in
land's Pharmacy.
constipation, sick headache or stom
the New Mexican makes a better ach trouble. For sale by Ireland':
see.
sho ring and at.racts more attention.
and
it
Pharmacy.
pays.
Try
Advertising

KINDS OP BUILDING MATERIAL
Wcco1 Extra Eiy, Cut (o Fit Ycer Stove

Cord and Stove

JJ3l!
SECOND CLASS COLONIST
RATES TO CALIFORNIA
On sale daily September 1st to OcOne-wasecond
tober 31st, 1907.
class colonist tickets to Los Angeles,
San Francisco, San Diego and all
other California points en route to the
above points; rate $25. Similar low
rates to the Northwest. Call and fig
ure with me.
NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL FAIR
Albuquerque, N. M., October 7th to
12th, 1907.
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets from Santa Fe to Al
buquerque and return for- - $3.45. Tick
ets on sale from October 5th to 12ta
Inclusive. Final return limit on r
tickets October 14th, 1907.
American Royal Live Stock Show
07.
Kansas City. Oct.
For the above occasion the Santa
Fe will sell tickets to Kansas City
and return for $35.75. On sale October
12th to 16th, inclusive. Final return
limit, October 21st, 07.
G. H. DONART,
T. A 8. P. Ry,
A.,
Agent
y

h,

CERRILLOS

and HAGAN

AA a I

Delivered to Any
Part of the City

TRANSFER and f TORAGE; We Hani Everything Movable
Phone

85

Santa Fe. Branch

3

Office

and Yards at Cerrillos, N.

M.

INCORPORATED

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and Potatoes. Stationery
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
Ma

PRQMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS
SANTA FE, N.

M

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

flAOTA

3, 1907.

"

nw""

FE. NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE.

PAQE SEVEN

coring

WE

oj

9

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Lob Amgeies, El Paso and
Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet, laid
out with broad 80- - and
streets, with alleys 20 feet
70-fo- ot

wide,

Fattifc Railtoad Metropolis of New Mexico,
Located on Belen Cct-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y

with beautiful lake and public park and grand old

shade trees ; public school house, costing $16,000 ; churches ;
large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Boiler
Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotele,
Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several
restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point for

ALL

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots ottered are in the center of the city, well
graded
of
them
(many
improved by cultivation); no sand or
We need a

bakery, tailor shop, shoe
house, jeweler, plumbing Ehop, planing mill, coal and wood
yard, drug Btore, harness shop, etc. etc.; also a first-cla-

gravel

first-cla-

ss

ss

modern hotel.
Our prices of lots are low arid terms on easy
payment;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
d
purchase mccey,
cash.
remain
on
note, with mortgage as
may
One-thir-

Two-thir-

security, for one year, with 8 per cent interest thtreon.
Apply at once for map and prices if you wish to secure
the choicest lots.

JOHN BECKER, President.

city in the near future cannot be estimated.

EXPRESS, MAIL AND

FREIGHT TEAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,

BELEJ1 TDWNSITE

wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad

FAST LIMITED

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
NATIONAL FORESTS
AND LUMBER SUPPLY
Development of Country is Now Made
With Aid of Vast Timber Lands
Work of Preservation.

PROPOSALS FOR BUILDING MATERIALS,
hTC. Albuquerque, N. Mex., Hoit. 14. ID 7.
fpalfri proposals plainly marked on thn
outside of the envelope "Proposals for
Building; Materials, etc.", and addressed tn
the in dorslirned at Albuquerque, N. Mex .
w ill bo rroeived at the Indian School until
two o'clock p. m. of Oct, 11), 1907 for furnishing nd delivering at the school as required
the hsoiil yearondiDg June 30 liwn,
during 81.0110
feet of lumber, 28 OUu shingles, 81
about
doors, windows and transoms, lit columns.
feet ot
11)2.01(1 brick, 16
squtirts shingles,
valley. Ill fert of stone sills, 1.:V7 square
Z boilZM
t.
burrols
ceme'
yards clustering.
ers, 2 lavatories, 2 closets, a bath tub, and
pipe, electrical supplies, radiaquuntity of
tion, etn . etc.. as per list and ar educations
obtainable at the school. Bidders must state
in their hid the proposed price of each article
to be offered under contract. All articles bo
offered will be subject to rigid inspection.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids
or any part of any bid if deemed for the best
service. Each bid must be
values and so discourage speculation, interests of the
accompan'ed i by a certified checkor draft on
and, far more important still, steadily some Unst-- states dep ository or sohenr
national bunk, made paynbie to the order of
to further the uninterrupted develop the
Commissioner of Indian Aoairs fo at
ment of the great industries depend east o" of the amount of the proposal, which
check or draft shall be forfeited to the United
ent upon wood.
States in case a bidder receiving an award
shall fail to execute promptly a satisfactory
oontract in accordance with his bid: otherA weak Stomach, causing dyspep- wise to be returned to the bidber. bids acby ctsb. in lieu of certified check
sia, a weak Heart with palpitation or companied
will not bo considered. For Further informeans
mation
intermittent pulse, always
ai'ply to Bl'KTON B. CrSTEU, Suj-ek-

Far beyond the present influence
of the national forests upon the lumber supply will be their importance in
the future. The United States is now
facing a shortage in the stock of available timber. The yield from the national forests will aid greatly to bridge
over the period in which mature timber will be lacking, a period w.hich
will last from the time the old trees
are gone until the young trees are
large enough to take their places.
The definite result, therefore, of the
sale of timber from the forests will
be to sustain the lumber business, to
maintain a steady range of timber

A point in the industrial progress
of the United States has now been)
reached where development of the
country is made, not in the face of
the forest but with its essential aid.
The old process of exhausting the supply of timber in a region and then
seeking new fields is practically over.
Already the lumber industry is turning back on its tracks. A quality of
timber is eagerly sought in the Lake
States which a few years ago was
ignored as utterly worthless, and in
the South the whole pine region is being gone' over in a close search for
the old field pine, a tree once despised
but now bought up at prices much
higher than those formerly paid for weak stomach nerves or weak Heart
the magnificent timber of the virgin nerves.
Strengthen these inside or
nerves with Dr. Snoop'-- controlling
A publication just issued by the De- Restorative and see how quickly these
partment of Agriculture, entitled "Na- ailments disappear. Dr. Shoop of Rational Forests and the Lumber Sup- cine, Wis., will mail sample free.
ply," defines the important part which Write for them. A test will tell.
the National Forests are destined to Your health is certainly worth this
play in the economic development for simple trial. Sold by all dealers.
the disposition of public land, notably
the segregation of large holdings of
timberland for speculative purposes. SWASTIKA ROUTE
Timber from the National Forests is
ELECTS OFFICERS
now purchased by the thousand board
Presifeet, and payment is made upon the Henry Koehler, Jr.,
actual scale of the logs when cut. Two
dent at Annual Meeting Other
dollars and a half per thousand, feet
Directors.
is comparatively low as present chargRaton, N. M., Oct. 3 The stockes go, but since the cut ranges from holders of the St. Louis, Rocky Mounthe tain and Pacific Railway Company, at
5,000 to 20,000 feet per acre,
government receives from five to the annual meeting held here elected
twenty times as much for the timber the following directors of the first
as it did under the timber and stone class, to hold office for three years:
act.
J. Van Houten, Raton; Charles K.
Public opinion now demands, not Beekman and J. H. Thompson, New
that the government should dispose York. The directors
Henry
of its remaining timberlands as rap- Koehler, Jr., of St. Louis, president
idly as possible and leave it to, pri- and general manager, and made the
vate enterprise to exploit the forest following new appointments: General
hastily, but that what remains of the counsel, Thomas B. Harlan, of St.
National Forests should be more con- Louis; general attorney, Charles A.
servatively used. The government Spiess, of Las Vegas; assistant secrehas been forced into the lumber busi- tary, A. W. Newman, of New York.
ness solely in order that a supply of
forest products may be guaranteed to
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup is
future generations.
a safe, sure and prompt remedy for
Probably 65 per cent of the total coughs and colds and is good for evstand. of merchantable timber within ery member of the family. Sold by
the forests is located on the Pacific Ireland's Pharmacy.
Coast, where for a long time the enormous supply of privately owned timThe New Mexican Printing Comber will satisfy most of the demand. pany is prepared to furnish cards de
This more accessible private timber vlsite for ladies or gentlemen on
surrounded the forests as the meat of short notice, In first class style at
an apple surrounds the core. It has reasonable prices, either engraved or
been entirely eaten away in many printed. Call on the New Mexican
places, while in others it is locked up Printing Company.
The thing to rememby speculators.
ber . then,. is that this immpns hnrlv
Stomach troubles, Heart and Kidney
of public timber is there as a great ailments, can be quickly corrected
reserve against the time when private with a prescription known to drugtimberlands will be depleted, and for gists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Resuse as a weapon against monopoly.
torative.
The prompt and surprising
The first effect of national forests relief which this remedy immediately
upon prices, particularly where there brings is entirely due to its RestoraIs still a great deal of available tim- tive action upon the controlling nerves
ber, is to raise the price of outside of the Stomach, etc. Sold by all
stumpage toward its actual value by dealers,
withdrawing the excess supply of
timber from the market. But
The New Mexican Printing Comlater, as the supply of timber dwin- pany keeps on hand a large assort-blank- s
are carefully prepared in acdles and values are forced upward by
speculative holdings, the effect of the cordance with statute and will be
forests will be to check the advance found satisfactory.
Reductions
in
of prices.
prices are made to those "who purIn the virgin forests, growth is just chase in quantity. BlankB necessary
about balanced by decay. In the west- la making homestead entries, or final
ern forests, however, natural deterio- proof theron, desert land entries or
ration is greatly augmented by for- final proof thereon, coal declaratory
est fires. The fires usually do .most statements and in securing mining
harm by damaging
merchantable claims also kept in stock and for sale
timber, but, great as this' injury is, by the New Mexican Printing
'
vastly more actual loss in forest
wealth results from the yearly burn
Triai Catarrh treatments are being
ing over of the grass and undergrowth
of the forest. Ground fires do not mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
consume the large trees, but they de Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests are
stroy seedlings outright and injure proving to the people without a pengrowing trees so that they quickly ny's cost the great value of this
decay. Finally, the forest floor, com- scientific prescription known to drugposed of a mold of needles, twigs, gists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Caand mosses, is burned away.
tarrh Remedy. Sold by all dealers.
low-price- d

TO RENT. Furnished .rooms,
at 102 Chapelle Street.

0

-

INTKNDENT.

TIME TABLE ALL LINES
Entering and Leaving Santa Fe
Compiled According to Schedule
of Trains Now in Effect
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No. 1 Southbound leaves Santa, Fe
1:40 p. m.
No. 2. Northbound
Fe 5:28 p. m.

arrives Santa

DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 426. Eastbound "eaves Santa
Fe 11 a. m.
No. 425 Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 4 p. m.
SANTA
ATCHISON, TOPEKA
Branch
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
No. 721
11:10 a. m.
6:50 p. m.
No. 723

FE-Lam- y

10:55 p. m.

No. 725

Depart From Santa Fe Station.
No. 720
8:25 a. m.
No. 722
4:20 p. m.
No. 724
7:40 p. m.
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10
and 2 east, and No. 3 limited, west at
,
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west at
Lamy.
No. 1 carries El Paso sleeper.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 9,
westbound, and 4 and 8 eastbound.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a.ri
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south and No. 3 from
the east.
Xue up ssoaotis
pooS v. 'Jedcd
uj 'SnjspjeApB jfq Djiqnd
saaujsnq anoX daaj

9SiJ(j9;ua jsauoq
jasj9ApB

6Bq sXbmjb

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

WANTED
R. J.

Palen,

A cook. Apply to
231 Palace avenue.

General Express Forwarders

Mrs.

WANTED. Cook. Man and wife
preferred. Inquire at Indian School.
FOR SALE Nearly new No. 1 Dena-nior- e
and second hand No. 6
at bargain. Apply Weather Bureau.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Single
and for light housekeeping. 317 San
Francisco St. P. Andrews.

TO

Parts of the World.

All

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Farg
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexic
and all Foreign Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

WANTED. A girl to do general
housework in small family. Apply to
Mrs. Max Frost, 232 Palace Avenue.

J. D. BARNES, Agent

WANTED. Old established
Paint House can use traveling
salesman. Salary and expenses. Must
be able to refer to former employers.
Mall and Passenger Line between Island train, due at 2 a. m.
Give references when applying. The Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N. M.,
Running time between the two
Eclipse Paint & Mfg. Co., Cleveland, daily, Sunday Included, connection points five hours, meals furnished at
Ohio.
with all trains on the Rock Island and Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Santa Fe Central Railways.
Excursion parties accommodated by
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
LEGAL BLANKS.
notifying the company two days in
Leave Torrance on arrival of Rock advance.
2
Llenes
de
Mueblea,
Agents for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best Known and Best
Hlpoteca
Machines for all p urposes on the market.
Hego.
2
Two of the best known and bes t machines for all purposes on th
Oflcial j Juramento,
JFianza
market Address all communication s and inquiries to the
pi lego.
Documento Garantiza'Jo, 2 plego.l
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
2
sheet.
Property,
sheet.
Wax rant,
sheet.
Commitment,,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
sheet.
Subpoena,
sheet.
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
Capias Complaint,

Roswell Automobile Co.

1--

Roswell Automobile Co.

1-- 4

New Mexic.

Roswell,

4

4

4

1-- 4

4

Search Warrant,
Desert Land Entry,
Affidavit
1-- 2

sheet.

4

sheet.
claimant,
1-- 2

of

required
sheet.

2
sheet.
Affidavit,
Final proof of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
2
sheet.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $6.50 a vol
ume; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.30
each. Postage 25c.
er, $3.50.
Postage, Leather, 16c, pa
per, 14c.
Assignment of Mortgage v2 aheet
Application for License, Retail Li
quor License, 2 sheet.
Application for License. Game and
General License. 50 in Book, $3.00
English and Spanish. 100 in Book, 75c.
Power of Attorney, 2 sheet.
Bill of Sale Animals No! Bearing
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Affidavit and Order for Publication
of Notice of Contest against a Non-resheet.
ident Entryman,
Application for License, z sneei.
Bill of Sali In Books of 25 Blanks,
Report of the Assessor, full sheet
sheet.
English,
Formula de Enumeracion,
pllego.
Application for Marlage License.
sheet
Spanish,
Agreement of Publisher, 4 sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
dle animals Not Bearing Owner's Resheet.
corded, Brand,
Bill of Sale, 2 sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Complaint, 2 sheet.
Forcible Entry and DteJtor. 8inn
1--

1-- 2

i--

1--

1--

enioq ano.
airj eaojaq iaa
The New Mexican Printing Company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the 'peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound with leather back and
covers an dcanvas sides, have full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up In civil and criminal, dockets, separate of 32 pages each, or
with botn civil and criminal bound in
one book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal.
To introduce them they worts. 4 sheet.
2
are offered at the following prices:
Claimants Testimony,
'
Civil or criminal...
sheet.
$2.75
Combined civil and criminal.... $4.00
Declaration of Application,
For 45 cents additional for a single
sheet
sheet
Final proof,
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
2
sheet
Affidavit of Witness,
combination docket, they will be sent
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest
Cash In
by mail or prepaid express.
2
sheet
State
full must accompany
order.
2
Entryman,
plainly whether English or Spanish
sheet.
printed heading Is wanted.
full
Final Homestead Proof,
sheet
The New Mexican' prints the newfe.
s.

1-- 2

l--

2

2

1-- 2

1--

2

1--

1--

1--

1-- 2

Rtsbbev Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOUESELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

PRICE-LIS- T
15c
Stamp, not over 2 inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
e
Stamp, over 2 and not over 3 inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
e
Stamp, over 3 and not over 5 inches long. . ,25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
e
35c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger 6izes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over
inch in size, we charge
lf
for one line for each
inch or fraction
ETC.
DATES,
Local Dater any town and date for ten years
$1.00
,
;50
Ledger
day and year in
35
Regular line Dater
1.50
Defiance Model Band Dater
Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut. 1.50
1.00
Pearl Check- Protector.
STAMP PADS.
llx2J, 10c; 2x3$, 15&; 2xZ, 25c; 2x4, 35c; 3x6
50c; 4Jx7J, 75c.
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS
One-lin-e

One-lin-

One-lin-

One-lin-

one-ha- lf

one-ha-

Dater--month-

Fac-Simi-

ch

le

-

SELF-INKIN-

G

2

1--

1--

Non-reside-

fIE7

PEXICAJSI PRIJJTIJIG CO.

1--

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

1

)

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.M.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER
.-

Personal Mention.

GROCERS, BAKERS, BUTCHERS
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone Xo. 4, Meat Market Telephone No. 49.

(Continued

From

Page

Four)
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GOVERNMENT MU8T CONTROL
GREAT CORPORATIONS.
(Continued From Page One.)

ENROLLMENT IS
HIGHEST IN HISTORY

3, 1907.

the nation able tioth to
exact justice from them and to secure
justice for them, so that they' may
not be alternately pampered and opThe proposal
need be
pressed.
dreaded only by those corporations
which do not wish to obey the law otto be Controlled in just lashion, but
prefer to take their chances under
the present lack of all system and
to court the chance of getting improper favors as offsetting the chance
of being blackmailed an attitude rendered familiar in the past by those
corporations whicn had thriven under
certain corrupt and lawless city
sovereign

Total of 275 Students Attending Agri
cultural College Faculty is

pie and therefore a genuine democracy; and the theory of our constitution is that "each neighborhood shall
bo left to deal with the things that
concern only itself and which it can
Special to The New Mexican.
Mesilla Park, N. M., Oct., 3. The most readily deal with; so that town,
enrollment at the College of Agricul county, city, and state have their retural and Mechanic Arts has reached spective spheres of duty, while the
deals with those matters
75, which is the largest on record for nation
that institution, the highest point which concern all of 'tis, all of the
reached in previous years having been peoplo, no matter where we dwell.
From the present outlook the Our democracy is based upon the beCt.
total for the year will reach 350. There lief that each individual ought to have
is also quite an increase in the aver the largest measure of liberty comage age of the students. The college patible with securing the rights of
is offering several new courses, among other individuals, that the average
MARKET REPORT.
the
and
civil
man
citizen,
we
them
meet
whom
irrigation
engineering,
plain
i
and short courses in agricultural and in daily life, is normally capable of
1.
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
household economics.
taking care of his own affairs, and
Atchison 85
Professor Burton P, Fleming, the has no desire to wrong any one else;
pfd. 89.
New York Central 102
new head of the irrigation department, and yet that in the interest of all
Pennsylvania 139
has arrived and is beginning his work. there shall be sufficient power lodged
Southern Pacific 82.
Professor O. W. Bryant, who has had somewhere to prevent wicked people
Union Pacific 127
pfd. 82
temporary charge of this department from trampling the weak under foot
59
for
goventer
own
the
their
and
Copper
enOur
will leave shortly
constant
gain.
Steel 26
pfd. 88
ernment service at Washington, D. deavor is to make a good working
MONEYS AND METALS
compromise whereby we shall secure
C.
The Board of Regents held their the full benefit of individual initiative
Money on call strong. 3. 008
Copper. 4. 50 15.
quarterly session on October 1st and and responsibility, while at the same
Silver. 66
2nd, and after the business of the time recognizing that it is the funcNew York, Oct., 3. Lead quit, $4.00
meeting had been concluded an inspec- tion of a wise government under modtion of the different departments was ern conditions not merely to protect 4.75.
made by the members. Thev express life and property, but to foster the
WOOL MARKET.
ed themselves as being favorably im social development of the people so
St. Louis, Oct. 3. Wool steady and
pressed with the excellent condltjon of far as this may bo done by maintain- unchanged.
ing and promoting
things.
justice, honesty GRAIN,
LARD AND RIBS.
Three additions have been made to and equal rights. We believe in a Chicago,PORK,
Oct. 3. Wheat Dec. 101(0
the teaching force: A. Dexter Hollo- real, not a sham, democracy. We beMay 107
way in the horticultural department, lieve in democracy as regards politicCorn Dec. 58
May 59
S. B. Durham as assistant in dairying al rights, as regards education, and,
Oats Dec. 51
May 53
and finally, as regards industrial condiin the agricultural department
Pork Oct $13.80; Jan. $15.10.
Frank Stpckton in physics. Mr. Stock- tions. By democracy we understand
Lard Oct. $8.95; Jan. $8.72
the
ton will take charge of
department securing, as far as it is humanly
Ribs Oct. $7.70; Jan. $7.82
of physics during the absence of Pro- possible to secure it, equality of opSt.
on
the second portunity, equality of the conditions 5.60. Louis, Oct. 3. Spelter higher
fessor Tinsley, who left
for the northern part of the Territory under which each man is to show the
LIVE STOCK
on business connected with the experi stuff that is in him and to achieve
ment station.
Kansas
the measure of success to which his
City, Mo., Oct., 3. Cattle
The contract for the building of the own force of mind and character en- 11,000. Market stead. Southern steers
Young Men's Christian Association title him. Religiously this means $3.25(f?4.25; southern
cows, $2.00
building has been let to the Bascom that each man is to have the right, 2.35; stockers,
$3.005.25;
bulls,
company of Las Cruces, and the work unhindered by the state, to worship $2.50(014.00;
calves.
$3.000.25;
of constructing is getting well under his Creator as his conscience dictates, western steers, $4.005.50;
western
way. The building will be built on the granting freely to others the same cows, $2.504,00.
CONTINUES GOOD
Mission style at a cost of about twelve freedom which he asks for himself.
Sheep. 6,000. Market strong. Mutdollars. A ten room dormi- Politically we can be said substantial- tons, $5.005.60; lambs,
thousand
AND TIMELY WORK
$6.007.40;
tory has just been finished, and will ly to have worked out our democratic range wethers, $5.005.85; fed ewes,
be used by the male students. All of ideals, and the same is true, thanks $4.506.00.
Delegate Andrews Secures More Pen
the rooms are now taken.
to the common schools, in educationsions for New Mexico
Chicago, 111., Oct., 3. Cattle. 8,500
The football squad is practicing ev- al matters. But in industry there has
Market steady. Beeves, $4. 10.f?)7.25;
Veterans.
ery day, and arrangements have been not as yet been the governmental cows, $1.255.50; Texan, $3.70
for a few games to be play- growth necessary in order to meet the 4.80; calves,
$6.008.00; west am,
Delegate W. H. Andrews is keeping completed
in
ed
near
future. A practice game tremendous changes brought about in $4.006.25; stockers, $2..G05.00.
the
vetup his good and timely work for
erans of the Indian and Civil wars is played nearly every evening, and industrial conditions by steam and
Sheep. 20,000. Market steady to
It is not in accordance strong. Western, $3.255.40; .year
who are residents of New Mexico. the men are getting into fine form. electricity.
News has just been received by the The team will be stronger than ever with our principles that literally des- lings, $5.356.25; lambs,t.f55.25;
,
Xew Mexican that owing to Delegate this year, having a swift set of backs potic power should be put into the western, $5.007.65.
Oct. 3. Cattle Receipts
Omaha,
the following and a heavy line, together with the hands of a few men in the affairs of
Andrews' endeavors
of Captain the industrial world. Our effort must
phenomenal
power
kicking
to 10 higher; western
veterans
.Mexico
6,000,
New
for
steady
pensionsbo for a just and effective plan of steers $3.755.75; Texas steers $3.25
have been allowed; they are sev- Redding.
action which, while scrupulously safeen in number and with this batch
6.20; cows and heifers 2.254; can- over forty pensions have been grant- COSTLY FIRE IN
$2.805.25;
guarding tne rights of the men of ners $23; stockers
ed to old soldiers In this Territory
wealth, shall yet, so far as is human calves $35.75; hulls $2.254.
The
ESTANCIA VALLEY ly possible, secure under the law to Sheep Receipts 25,000, steady to
during the month of September.
all men equality of opportunity to lower; yearlings $5.505.75;
list contains the following names:
lambs
Jacob Weltmer, Santa Fe, $G per Barn Burns Down and Contents Also 'niake a living. It is to the interest of $6.757.15.
1906.
al of "s that the man of exceptional
Destroyed Origin of the Blaze
DUDRO W'S OFFICE BUILDING. DAY 'PHONE 25 month from October 10,
business capacity should be amply re- Juan Jose Salazar, Las Vegas, $12
a Mystery.
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
warded; and there Is nothing incon- per month from August 5, 1907. .
A fire of mysterious origin caused sistent with this in our insistence
Daniel L. Musgrave, Carlsbad, $12
month from March 1C, 1907.
the destruction of a large frame ba hi ' that he shall not be guilty of .bribery
Residence:
Upper Palace Avenue (Amado Chaves House), Nights and per
Postoffice Discontinued.
Las
Genebebo
$12 l'A'nnging to W. W. Bruner, whe has or extortion, and that the rights of
Molina,
Cruces,
The postoffice at Oran, Otero county
Sundays. Telephone, No. 142.
1907.
worker
a
the
March
of
month
from
man
and
homestead
of
23,
claim
the
tho
wage
in
Eslancia
per
has been discontinued. Patrons will
Henry C. Brown, Mescalero, $15 Valley about midway between Mcln- - small means, who are themselves hon-tos- be
supplied from Avis.
1907.
March
from
est
month
and
hard
14,
be
was
shall
scrupu-hurneand
The
barn
working,
per
Moriarty.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Desna Schroy, Moriarty
to the ground and a large quan- lously safeguarded.- The instruments
$20 per
The
following have been appointed
for
month from April 22d, 1907.
of
exercise
were
modern
the
industrial
iiy of oats and wheat stored in it
Henry Tato, Fort Bayard $1 per also destroyed. Mr. Bruner who was In power are the great corporations notaries public by Acting Governor
month from June 19, 1907.
the city today on personal business which, though created by the individ- - Nathan Jaffa:
H. N. Packer, of Albuquerque, Berdoes not know how the fire originated, ual states, have grown far beyond the
nalillo
county; James M. Verity, of
The loss on the barn and conterit.3 will control of those states and transact
Anthracite Furnace,
Cerrillos Lump,
SOUGHT TO
their business throughout large sec Des Moines. Union county.
amount to several hundred djllars.
Monero Lump,
tions of the Union. These corporaEVADE THE LAW
Smithing Coal,
tions, like the industrial conditions
Anthracite Mixed.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
OF
MISS
ENGAGEMENT
r-r-rt
which have called them into being,
Railroad Resorted to Scheme to Get
VANDERBILT CONFIRMED.
not
did
exist when the constitution
Around Federal Provisions
4sw.n
nrna fmirwlA1
tittitn
lint
Against Rebating.
WIIAKIUMl
announce- New York, Oct., 3.--The
, .
7, ,
1
85.
No.
S.
near
F. Depot.
Office Garfield Avenue,
Phone
V
A., T. and
ment of the engagement of Miss V' "Tr , T
'
.
(Incorporated.)
San Francisco, Calif., Oct., 3. DurGladys Vanderbilt to Count Leslie of the
M.
N.
Santa
Fe,
constitution, for the very eming the investigation yesterday by In- Szeehenyl, of Budapest, Austria-Huvomer vvaier si. anu ui i i n
ergency which has arisen, if only our
terstate
Commerce
Commissioner gary, is made in tne lieraia
today,
censea Dnvsi- uoen io an
people as a whole will realize what
Lane into the alleged rebating practice
or
if
the
to the care f
and
devoted
emergency
is;
cians
of the Southern Pacific and Santa Fa ment. is authorized.
people
The count is 28 fls
I' and treatment of the sick.
their
governit,
roiigMy
Railroad companies in California, J.
has
rich
and
good looking,
.
. .
really will ntnn .AnV iv..I. ....
years old,
rtmHTnl
nor w
consumot vea
.
Naitner
W. Brewer, freight claim agent of "je a
t
seat in the Hungarian
hereditary
also.
it
The
national
from
suffer
who
those
government
,ize
J
Southern Pacific, was examined in an
contagious
parliament, and is one of the chamber
l!
attempt to show that his road had lains of the Austrian empire. Miss alone has sufficiently extensive power j diseases are admitted.
Inter-statcon- - '!
e
EauiDDed
modern
with
to
rebate
payments
granted
Vanderbilt is the youngest daughter of
had the late Cornelius Vanderbilt.
Wl w. veniences and conducted In first
'
shippers and that,
IT"
u
- yv une
j. i
class manner.
under
iiuuus.
to
supermis
evade
pui
iiiuruugu
responsibility
sought
vision and control hv thfi national
Resident physician and trained
the federal law by making rebates ap- FREIGHT RATES AT
NEW MEXICAN WANT AD. i
I
rnvpiTmont ia rloalrnlila nrimarllv in
nurses in attendance.
ply to shipments within the state.
IMPROVED.
LITTLE
ROSWELL
th(J interest 'of the people, It will also,
$9.00 a week in general ward;
Up to adjournment it had not been
will
I firmly believe, be to the benefit of fl $16.00 upwards in private room.
in
were
rebates
reality
shown that
3
to
Failure
Roswell, N. M., Oct.
those cornorations themselves which
granted in interstate shipments. Over make
the demands in deglre t0 be honegt aml
enough
specific
were
APPLY FOR TERMS.
it.
is
law.abiding.
claimed,
concerns,
fifty
the petition of the Pecos valley busi- - 0nly thug can we put over thege cop 4
three
of
Most
the
rebates.
granted
commerce
porations one competent and efficient
transactions shown took ness men to the interstate
hundred
tne
recent,
wiucn
upon
commission,
was
No
1906.
given
proof
place during
order of the commission lowering cer
of any rebate claim granted within the
tain rates to' Pecos valley points was
,
present1 year.
IT DOESN'T COST ANYTHING
based, has enabled the Santa Fe Rail-waTHE NEW MEXICO
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Fall term opens September 3rd. .For Information address,
M King, L. L. D executive head of day announced an Increase to its five
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call on the New Mexican Printing Company.

Wc arc now, receiving direct shipments of

William P. Johnson, of Albuquerque, president of tho American Lumber Company, was a visitor yesterday
In the Capital.
returned last
night to the Duke City.
Miss Maud Harding, who has been
tho guest for the past six months of
her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. R.
L. Baea, will leave tomorrow for her
home in Washington, D. C.
H. N. Davis, of Estancla, was In
the city yesterday and today. Mr. Davis will be appointed a3 acting principal of the U. S. Indian Industrial
School in this city to fill the vacancy
made by the promotion of Joan S. It.
Hammitt to be chief clerk.
William M. Adair, of Taos, arrived
in the city last evening and this afternoon left for Albuquerque where he
will remain several days and attend
the territorial fair. Mr. Adair is a
i Hired merchant.
He has relatives in
this c!iy, also a large number of warm
friends.
Walter M. Taber, manager of tho
Clorieta Mercantile and Live Stock
company, with headquarters at Glori-eta- ,
spent the day in the city on business, having driven overland. Wednesday next, Mr. and Mrs. Taber will go
to Albuquerque for a visit to the Te
ritorlal fair.
.V. E. Dudley, of Alamogordo.a member of tho Territorial Mounted Police,
and C. H. Haynes, of the same place,
deputy sheriff and county jailer.reach- ed the city t last evening from the
south and brought three couvicts convicted at 'the receut term of the Otero
county district court, presided over by
Judge Mann. They turned three convicts over to the penitentiary authorities here. Mr. Dudley Is grand chancellor of the Grand Lodge of Knights
of Pythias of New Mexico and will
leave Saturday for Albuquerque where
the session of the Grand Lodge will be
held Monday next. Mr. Haynes will
likely go with him and visit the Territorial fair.
,
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